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EDITORIAL:
COSMETICS WILL NOT DOl

It was September 1984 ..the tenth anniversary of "people's power" in
the capital of the country, which hosts premier regional institutions both
(i) of and (ii) for Africa and several other regional organizations. Work
was going on round the ~Iock to beautify both sides of the road from the
airport to the then Revolution Square by covering the slums and shanties
with light green corrugated iron sheets. The intended purpose was to
keep these -ey.-sores· invisible to the many visiting VIPs and dignitaries
coming to attend the anniversary celebration.

Afew months later the world was awakened to a tragedy of immense
human suffering. Death by starvation for hundreds of thousands of
citizens of the very same country. The magnitude of the universal
response was not only noble and remarkable but was truly tremendous.
Assistance poured out of every corner of the globe, from people from all
walks·of life. One notable example was that of a group of Western
musicians who donated the funds raised from their soul-inspiring song,
"Do t.hey know it is now Christmas Time?n for the victims of the 1984--85
famine.

Sadly, all the Human Development Reports of the UNDP provide
empirical evidence that Africatoday is not only predominantly rural, but
that the majority of its citizens are living below the absolute poverty line
and having a life expedancy of not more than 4S years of agel However,
the law of nature, though often sHent, is not inadive. In mid-1991, the
country in question experienced an internal convulsion, the results of
which promised a democratic path with people's participation via
economic empowerment. Only time will give the verdict.

In a different context and setting, within the same capital, anyone with
a social conscience and sensitivity would again b. concerned by a similar
turn of events. How short are our memories and how sad it is that we
do not learn from history. There stands an imposing super-structure,
which has recently been beautified. The floors are shiny to the point of

1 Theopinions, figuresand estimates set forth in this editorial are the
responsibilities of the de facto editor of this Journal and should not necessarily
be considered asreflecting the views or carrying the endorsement of UNECA
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being slippery. The ·window~ressing" or "face-lifting" is deja vu of
another time.

Yes, there is economic relief for those token few employed, but on the
other side of the coin, others, the majority, suffer and have to foot the
bill. Do they not have the right to query the logic and reasonableness of
such endeavour? It would shock many were the truth known that from
one crude estimate the unit cost in 1991 of one "output" of a certain
international organization was roughly $126,300, excluding the pro rata
cost of its "support divisions" and of "executive management"! If any of
these outputs were offered for sale, it is likely there would be no 'takers',
in view of the prohibitive cost. If these were reviewed by independent
specialists, most might not make the grade. Indeed. as the continent has
been on a downhill slide since the seventies, it is obvious these "outputs"
however relevant, are not taken seriously by member States or contrarily
are considered less than relevant. Either way, there has not been much
impact on the continent as attested to the present state of Africa.

It is tragic that scarce resources are being wasted on less than relevant
activities, but to add insult to injury. there isfurther spending for cosmetic
purposes without regard to their opportunity cost. Africa bleeds. As a
result of inequitable access to productive resources and to gainful employ
ment. over one thousand African children die daily from preventable
causes. These deaths do not result from insufficient financial resources
but from insensitivity in prioritization and a lack of concern for the
development of the continent's greatest asset - its PEOPLE.

A continent which could be a grain basket instead is a basket case
today. All in leadership position are responsible for the sad plight, either
by acts of omission or commission. Hunger stalks and death lays its chilly
hands on the innocent buds, before they flower. and depriving parents
of the joys of parenthood, most of whom are voiceless and even faceless.

One recognizes that the recovery and development of the continent
will take time. But, in the meantime, can we not, as a matter of personal
ethics and moral responsibility, weigtlcarefully the opportunity cost of
every item of expenditure and opt instead for a better utitlzation of
resources for accelerating development, that which is now widely
regarded as the process for widening one's choices in life ~ not just for the
elite, but everyone the opportunity to develop and have a meaningful
life in dignity.
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Let us recognize and remember that the cosmetics of 1984 did not hide
the ugly realities of those days. Similarly, the cosmetics of 1992 will not.
They are no substitutes for substantive development of the continent. In
fact, these are affronts and insults to the dignity of Africans and contribute
to the violation of their fundamental human rights and entitlement to a
productive life by misutilizing already scarce resources. Let us pause.
reflect and accept our moral responsii)ility of the leadership role or
otherwise abdicate.
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SVSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
ORIENTATION FOR AFRICA'S INCREASED
SELF-RELIANCE IN FOOD SECURITY:
FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING
AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
INTERVENTIONS

Introduction

Despite the efforts of successive governments to exploit the ~a5t

potential of the rural sector to become a sustained source of supply of
food and employment, a large proportion of the population in many
African countries are in a state of chronic food insecurity. Indeed, as no
government can afford to leave a large majority of its population going
to bed hungry most of the time, African governments have aimed at
achieving self-sufficiency in the production and supply of all the major
food items con~ufned by their population.

However, most realize that setf-sufficiency based on national sett
reliance even in selected major food items, is neither attainable nor
sustainable. Frequently, when major achievements were made in the
production or supply of a major commodity, it was found that household
access was not ensured. Hence, the emphasis on improved food security
at national and household levels should b. based on increased measures'
of individual. household, national and coU,ctive self-reliance, within the
framework of the major subregional economic groupings.

Increased self-reliance and an improved situation in food security
would, however, require ~he efficient intervention of governments to
help move the economy from the present or projected production-eon
sumptioli or supply-demand equilibrium points to higher ones that would
ensure the graduation of the targeted population from food insecurity to
food security. Such interventions, however, would not be achieved
without cost to society, that is, they could lead to II lower social welfare
value, as compared to the base case of no specific food security or
sustained development projeds, policies or measures. Hence, the need
to ensure Ithat appropriate trade-offs between equity (improved food
security for all or part of the population based on increased measures of
self-reliance) and -fficiency in the allocation of resources notably in the
private economy are developed.



Also. increased self-reliance and an impr.oved situation in food security
might lead to the over-exploitation of lands, including the marginal ones,
and thus, negatively affect the environment. It is, therefore, necessary
to ensure compatibility between food security goals with sustainable
development and the preservation of the natural resource base.

Furthermore, increased collective self....eliance in food security might
result in the reallocation of resources within the participating countries.
However, to be sustainable, co-operation infood security is necessary and
no participating country should be worse off in the long run. C(H)per.
tion should be mutually profitable and on a reciprocal basis, and the
benefits should not be assessed sector by sector or country by country
separately. It has to be in a system-wide and subregional (all commodities
and all.countries) framework.

The challenge facing policy analysts at national, subregional and
regional levels is to provide thorough advice and information to African
decision makers, individually and collectively, to create and maintain an
enabling environment for development, trade and consumption patterns
and directing public expenditures, through the implementation of a
coordinated set of policies. measures, regulations and projects oriented
to ensure the attainment of goals and targets for food security. that are
consistent with the objedives of maximizing social welfare and sus
tainable development of the continent.

Acronym: The following acronyms have been used in this paper:.

AEC: African E.conomic Community

DFSP: Development and Food Security Programme

ECCAS: Economic Community for Central African States

ECOWAS: economic Community for West African States

FAl: Final act of Lagos

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FSA: Food Security Advisers

FSC: Food Security Commission

FSS: Food Security Secretariat

GOFSP: Goal Oriented Food Security Programming
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GOPP: Goal Oriented Project Planning

lPA: Lagos Plan of Action

MP: Mathematical Programming

MOV: Means of Verification

NFSC: National Food Security Commission

OVI: Objectively Verifiable Indicators

PAM: Participation Analysis Matrix

PPM: Project Planning Matrix

PPo: Project Plan of Operations

PTA: Preferential Trade Area

RFSC: Regional Food Security Commission

SIMSS: Strategic Information Management System

SPMI: Strategic Planning and Management of Interventions

SRFSC: Subregional Food Security Commission

SSR: Self-Sufficiency Ratio

UAM: United African Model

UNECA: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

ZOPP: Zielorientierte Projektplanung

purpose of tbe paper: The purpose of this paper is to develop a
framework for Strategic Planning and Management of Interventions
(SPMf) by governments at national, subregional and regionall~veI5. The
proposed SPMI is based on four pillars. They are:

(i) the Food Security Commission (FSC) will be a steering
body for sustainable self-reliant development, increased
self-reliance and improved food security in Africa. The
FSC will be assisted by the Food Security Advisors (FSA)
and a permanent Food Security Secretariat (FSS);

(ii) the Goal, Oriented Food Security Programming (GOFSP)
is a logical framework based on a modified and adapted
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method of lOPP.l It is an instrument for the FSC to
ensure at national, subregional and regional levels better
planning and management of the interventions and
improved communication between public officials and
interest groups, including foo.d wlnerable groups. In
particular, it will help to bring together a wide range of
concerned people to organize and analyse the suggested
interventions and the role of both the private and public
sectors in development to attain food security objectives
and to help place a value judgement on the actual
interventions of governments;

(iii) the United Africa Model (UAM) isa set of analytical tools
that wouJd help policy analysts to clarify and
quantitatively assess the options spened out during the
programming exercise of GOFSP and to undertake the
opportunity cost analysis (trade-offs) for guiding decision
makers in·-their choice of food security and sustainable
development policies,strategies, measures and projects.
Hence, as an instrument for GOFSP, it would help the FSC
to arrive, by consensus, at a set. of selected alternative
optimal Development and Food Security Programmes
(DFSP) from which decision makers would choose. UAM
will be a valuable tool to achieve an optimal pattern of
development, trade and public expenditures that is
consistent.

The main tools of investigations in UAM are a series of mathematical
techniques and Mathematical Programming (MP) or accounting for its
various components. In UAM, the standard method of MP has been.
modified to ensure a certain degree of compatibility between develop"
ment objectives, as pursued by the private sector, and the ma'in objectlves
of food security based on increased measures of self-reliance combined
with sustainable development. Th. food security objectives and the
requiremehts for sustainable development are'explicitly modelled. The
food security objectives have been introduced as restraints in the stand
ard methods of MP.

1 GOPP is an English language version of the German acronym ZOPP,
Zielorientierte Projektplanung (Goal-Oriented Project Planning)



Also, the MP method was used to develop optimal food baskets for
projects related to the graduation of target population from food in
security to food security. An accounting technique was used for monitor
ing the graduation of the population from on. period to another and
capturing and analyzing the activities of the public sector, and

(iv) the Stra~gic Information Management System and
Services (SIMSS) is to .nsure greater transparency in the
interventions ~nd public policy choice by making data
and information available in a standard and simple form
to all parties concerned, including the private sector at
various levels.

Basis of the paper' Most of the research has been conducted within
the framework of the agricultural and food sector components of multi
sectoral projects, which cover the entire West and Central Afri~an sub.
regions or more than half of the African continent. These projects are
being executed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
(UNECA), which had subcontracted th.food and agriculture components
to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).

An opportunity was provided to ensure that the abstraction made in
modelling the real world was assessed by a group of high-level officials
and national, subregional and international experts. They contributed to
defining the problems of food- insecurity, how to tackle them at
household, national and subregional levels and who should do what,
how, wh~n and where.

According to the FAO. the ultimate goal of food security is "to ensure
that all people at all times have both physical and economic access to the
basic food they need" (FAO, 1989). Empirical evidence, even in affluent
countries, shows that food security at the individual household lever is
subject to continuous changes and that it may not be achieved adequately
for individual households or individuals in the household, er if achieved,
it could not be sustained for each individual at all times.. Hence, the
population would be stratified into two broad categories, with those who
have both economic and physical acceSs to the food they need and those
who have no sustained access to an adequate quantity of food to cover
their basic n.eds (Figure 1}.

These categories could be r.terred to as wlnerable and non-vulnerable,
food groups. The population in the vulnerable group would be those
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whose consumption is below the minimum nutrients (threshold level)
which should be site specific (urban and rural) and could, depending on
the availability of data, function as variables, such as age, sex. body size.
weight, state of heaJth and the status of the individual concerned (preg
nant women, children, the elderly, nature of the work or education level).
The food vulnerable population could be further stratified according to
their state of food insecurity (highly and moderately food insecure) for
the facirity of targeting interventions (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Population Stratified according to their state of food
vulnerability:

Figure 1 shows that the mindless following of an economic growth
strategy only, other factors remaining constant, would leave always a
certain percentage of the population food vulnerable, both in the urban
and rural areas. It is then postulated that the economy would operate

Rural Population Urban Population

1. Food Non Vulnerable Population

2. Threshold Value

3. Food Vulnerable Population

I. Small Scale I. Informal Sector
farmers/fisher-
men

II. Nomads II. Pregnant
women

III. Pregnant III. Children
women

IV. Children IV. Handicapped

V. Handicapped V. Unemployed

under food security and poverty alleviation only when governments,
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individually or collectively, became mindful of the need to improve the
plight of the food insecure groups and intervene, directly or indirectly, to
help graduate, in a given period, a certain percentage of the vulnerable
population from a state of food vulnerability to non food vulnerability,
while limiting the risk of lapsing an already graduated population into
food insecurity.

Figure 2: Population Stratified according to their state of food in
security

Indeed, pragmatic interventions in favour of food security by any
government should first aim at consolidating the position of the' non-food
vulnerable population. Secondly, the interventions would help the
moderately-insecure food groups to become more self-reliant in food
security and finally, through a poverty alleviation programme, they could
be directed to assist chronically- vulnerable food groups to improve their

State of Food Insecurity
Rural population Urban population

Insufficient in
come

Informal sector

Moderate Food Insecure Group

Subsistence
farmers Insufficient in-

High Food

Landless workers

come
Insecure uroup

Unemployed
population

Handicapped

access to the minimum requirements in food.
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Hence, the intervention of govemments, individuallyand collectively,
should be geared towards minimizing constantly food insecurity risks at
national and household levels. These interventions, which should be
sustainable and at least cost to the society, should help to create and
maintain the enabling environment for ensuring that:

development is linked to sustained growth while its goal is
oriented towards increased self-reliance and an improved
situation in food security and poverty alleviation for the
highly-insecure food groups. Governments should thus aim at
maximizing the social welfare while minimizing food insecurity
risks at household, national and regional levels, subject to the
availability of scarce resourc.s;

adequate physical supplies are available when and where needed
in the country to m••t the effective demand for food of the total
population and to cover the estimated food gap required for total
or partial graduation of portions of th, vulnerable groups;

the moderately.food insecure group become more setf-reliant in
meeting their food ne.ds through increased production and
diversified income and production base, and

II direct transfer through special social or poverty alleviation
programmes to a portion of the highly-insecure food population
to graduate partially or totally from food insecurity.

In pursuing food security objectives, Africangovernments have to be
conscious that it can be sustained, even within national boundaries, only
through -'lective cooperation and the integration of their economies at
subregional and regional levels. Indeed, the success of a given govern
ment to ensure food security, at both national and household levels,
depends either on what food policyis being pursued in the neighbouring
countries or simply the attitude of neighbouring governments towards
their efforts.

Th. success of a government to improve the economic access to the
food that a household requires depends very much on the strength of
economic cooperation and trade relations with the neighbouring
countries to create an «onomy of scale, as these would constitute a
potential source of supply of and demand for inputs, as well as outputs
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for each other. In sum, they should endeavour to translate into concrete
programme. their commitment to collective self-reliant development. as
spelled out in the Lagos Plan of Adion (LPA) and the Final Ad of Lagos
(FAL) (OAU. 1980).

Collective self-reliance in food security would be facilitated with the
effective functioning of the African Economic Community (AEC) and its
subr~ional branches, such as the EconomicCommunity for West African
States (ECOWAS). the Economic Community for Central African States
(ECCAS) and the Preferential Trade Areas for Eastern and Southern Africa
(PTA). The latter could be assisted by some of the existing. though
restructured, sectoral Intergovernmental Organizations (IGO). to improve
the prospect of laying the foundation for sustainable and self-reliant
development and increased. collective self-reliance in food security.

The pursuit of the goal of self-reliance, however, should not lead to an
inMficient allocation of resources at national and subregional levels, as
society should not be made worse off because of the application of the
principle of self-reliance. at least in the long run. Infact, every participat
ing member country should be bett.r off rather than worse off because
of increased subregional cooperation in the pursuit of food security
objective. based on setf.,eUance.

Owing to the complexity and importance of the issues of development
and food security at household, national and subregional levels. there
would be a need for strategic planning and management of the interven
tions, which in addition to facilitating a proper balance between develop
ment and increased self-reliance infood security combined with sustained
growth would help to ensure. jnte, ,Uo

proper fine tuning of priority setting in development. food security
policies, programmes and projeds at the nationall.vel;

harmonization of development and food security strategies at
subregional and regional fevels; and

integration of development and food security programmes at
subregional and regional levels.

SPMI would require the .FSC to act as a steering force and an advisory
and consultative body. FSC will be number 1 or 2 of each. concerned
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ministerial department and the leaders of businesses, farmers' com
munities and representatives of consumers. They would be assisted by
a host of FSAs.

FSC could be established as appropriate at national (NFSC), sub
regional (SRFSC) and perhaps at continental (CFSC) levels to improve the
prospect of development based on increased measures of collective
self-reliance. At each level, a FSS could be established with the primary
responsibility of maintaining UAM, planning GOFSPand developing and
maintaining SIMSS. The NFSS would liaise through SFSS and the latter
through CFSS.

To ensure the efficient running of the FSC, a logical framework needs
to be developed, which would facilitate communication and co-operation
amongst all parties involved (policy analysts, decision makers, business
and farmers; communities and consumers). The GOFSP, based on the
Goal Oriented Project Planning (GOPP) of GTZ, ensures a consistent
planning procedure and a uniform use of planning terminology (GTZ,
1992) among all parties concerned.

The efficient use of GOFSP would ensure an informed consensus over
the fundamental aspects, objectives and options of food security and
sustainable development and hence facilitate the implementation,
evaluation and monitoring of the r.lated policies, measures, programmes
and projects. It would effect continuous stocktaking of the economy and
thus enable the FSC to identify its strength and weakness and to suggest
improvements. Moreover, the FSC will have the opportunity to use its
vcjlue judgment and experience in assessing the proposed and current
development measures of governments taken individually and collective
Iy.

In addition, policy analysts will require a set of analytical tools to
provide authoritative advice to make informed decisions. The UAM,
which is an economy-wide model, would be developed to serve as an aid
for decision-making through impact assessment of policy instruments and
development packages. It would help to make the interventions, notably
of governments more responsive to the needs of customers (business and
farmers' communities and consumers). Although meant to be a valuable
tool for strategic management, it must not be a substitute for good
management. However, those who use it will undoubtedly be better off
than those who do not use comparable tools.
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II

Goal Oriented Food Security Programming (GOFSP): A Logical
framework for the Planning and the Management of the Interventions:
The GOFSP is based on the well-known concept of logical framework,
originally developed in the 1970$ and adapted by GTZ under the English
acronym of lOPP or GOPP. The choice of the GOPP method is dictated by
the need to develop jointly a common vision and understanding of the
interventions required at national and subregional levels for increased
self-reliance in food security combined with sustainable development.
This undoubtedly will facilitate effective cooperation between all parties
during the planning and implementation stages of the policies, measures
and projects and thereby make implementation more productive.

Th. development of GOFSP will require the active participation of FSAs
who could meet_ in small working groups or in plenary sessions, as
appropriate..The FSAsat national levels will meet regularly or at least
quarterly. They will present their result to the FSC which in turn will
advise the gover~mentwith a filtered but limitad set of Development and
Food Security Programme.

Each working group will be led by a moderator in charge of a number
of functions. In particular (laPP. 1992):

introducing planning concepts;

managing the overall planning process;

creating and maintaining a positive working atmosphere;

ensuring that the planning team has the opportunity to participate
actively;

visualizing the inputs generated at each step;

explaining and guiding the planning team through the sequence
of steps involved in developing the optimal DFSP;

stimulating the planning team to explore ideas through the use of
appropriate questions;

assisting the planning team in checking the logical relationship of
ideas that develop through the planning process; and
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ensuring proper documentation of planning outputs.

The visualization technique is used to facilitate the sharing of ideas in
order to arrive at a common understanding of the ideas provided by each
of the participants and a consensus of these ideas to be adhered to by
the group of planners. The card and chart techniques are used to support
the visualization technique. A chart board and paper are required along
with pins to help fix and move cards that should be of different colours
and measuring approximately 3" x a". Marking pens are needed to write
on the cards.

Few simple' rules have to be followed for the visualization t.chnique
to be effective. These include:

writing one idea per card to allow the movement of cards and
. their groupings according to relationships of ideas;

writing in large block letters to ensure that everyone in the
planning group reads the card;

summarizing the idea in a brief statement to enable
comprehension of its message;

writing three lines per card to facilitate its understanding by each
participant; and

consistency with the colour scheme to allow easy visualization by
all participants.

The use of cards allows the planners the flexibility to move around
ideas, as they are discussed by categories or positions on a chart. This
enhances the planning group's ability to understand relationship b.
tween ideas because all can see the relationships.

Once an agreement has been reached by the group on the positioning
of the cards, they can be glued to a chart paper, which is a large piece of
inexpensive brown paper fastened to a chart or pin board. The charts
then become a permanent record of the planning session output and can
be documented by having the ideas entered into a computer.
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The ten steps of GOEPSP' GOESP is made up of ten steps properly
linked to components of UAM and 51 MSS. Also, the organs involved at
every stage of Strategic Planning Management of the Interventions are
spelled out to avoid confusion and overlap in responsibility. For instance,
the FSS will be responsible for the overall planning of GOFSP, the running
of UAM and the maintenance of 51M5S. In GOFSP, steps 7 and 8 on project
planning matrix and plan of operation, respectively are to done solely by
FSS, as projeds studied under these steps are related to the public sector.
GOFSP will b. run primarily by the advisors (FSA) of FSC, who will present
a filtered list of DESP. The ESC will examine the recommended DFSP and
com. up with two to three alternative DESP properly documented for the
consideration of governments.

Step 1 Common Vision on Food Security and Development Issues:

This is a warm-up session and involves all organs at the national

level (FSC, FSAs and FSS). The concepts of SPMI will be introduced.

The different instruments, including GOFSP, UAM, SIMSS and the

steps to be used in developing the DFSP, will also be presented and

discussed. The basic methods of ZOPP and the visualization

technique will be exposed and the rules governing the sessions

presented.

Focuswill be on discussing the elements of the broadened concept

of food security, the difference between food security and food

self-sufficiency; the relations between food security and nutrition,

the notions of vulnerable or food insecure groups, increased

self-reliance in food security at household, national and subregional

levels and the potential role of both private and public sectors in

orienting development goals towards sustainable growth and

increased self-reliance in food security and in implementing the

DFSP.

Step 2 Food Security Problems Identification: In this step, the FSAs

identify and define the problems relating to food insecurity. The

members of the team are asked by the moderator to write on cards

the following information, bearing in mind that the analysisisdone

at the household level:
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who is food insecure?

where is he located?

what is the nature of his food insecurity in terms of access
(physical and economic) and what is the degree of his food
insecurity (chronic, seasonal or transitory)? and

what is the depth of the food insecurity and the nutritional
status of the household?

Each question will be treated separately lind in order of presentation.
Participants will be asked to write their propositions according to the
rules defined above. and the specialist in visualization will post them on
the pin board. Only the retained ideas will remain on the board. In case
of a disagreement. the following sign (!) is placed on the-.relevant card.
Also. if the team needs more information in order to make decisions, the
question mark sign (1) is used.

Answers to these questions will help to characterize the households,
in terms of their food insecurity status and formulate for each vulnerable
or insecure food group the food security or core problem that it is facing.
For example, in the Central African subregion. the core problem of the
urban insufficient income may be formulated as the urban insufficient
income who have difficult economic access to needed food in a chronic
manner. In the West African subregion. the problem of the small scale
fishermen may be formulated as the small-scale fishermen who have
difficult physical access to the food they need in a seasonal manner.

The result of this step may be used to update the population com
ponent of UAM. This would ensure that the group identified by FSA is
properly reflected in the strata used in the model.

Step 3 Food Security Problem Analysis: The problems can be seen as

both causes and effects depending on their relationship to other

problems. At this point, the FSAs will arrange the problems in

cause-effect relationships and formulate in the form of a problem

tree a logical hierarchy. The substantial and direct causes for the

core problem are placed at the same level as those underneath
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the core problem. The effects of the core problem are also placed

at the same level as those along with it.

The causes and effects are further developed along the same

principle so that multi-level causal links and branches are created.

The problem analysis can be concluded when the FSAs agree that

adequate information has been generated and discussed to create

a substantial cause-effect network.

In the base structure of UAM, the problem of food security has been
comprehensively defined and the periodic food security problem analysis
or review would help to reflect the reality of the period.

Step 4 Food Security Objective Analysis: The problem statements are

converted into objectives and an analysis of the means-relationship

is conducted by the FSAs. Problems, which have been worded as

negative conditions, are rephrased into objectives and are positive

statements of a desired future condition to be achieved. The

cause-effect relationships becomes means-end.

The food security objectives, which were introduced in the basic

structure of UAM as restraints, could be revised easily after the

completion of this step. This would help to reflect the perception

of the FSAs of the food security objectives for the period under

consideration.

Step 5 Discussion of Selected Alternative DFSP: The objectives are

basically considered through UAM as restraints to be satisfied in

an optimal condition. Each optimal solution set is considered as an

optimal DFSP. and a number of alternative runs of UAM will be

made by the FSS for group discussions. Using the filtering

techniques, the FSAs will retain few DFSP presented in the

Alternative Analysis Matrix to be recommended to FSC which in

turn will come up with a short list for recommendation to decision

makers.
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The recommended DFSP by FSC for the consideration of

governments will be broken down into regulatory and policy

actions and investment project ideas for possible implementation ,

by the private and public sectors. Once the government has

selected the DFSP, the related projects falling under the

responsibility of the public sector, which could be of national or

subregional dimension, would be studied by FSS according to a

modified format of the Project Planning Matrix (PPM) of ZOPP.

Step 6 Participation Analysis in the Implementat;on of the DFSP: The

focus in this step is on analyzing those groups, institutions,

organizations or agencies which will be directly involved in

implementing the DFSP. The FSC should reach the agreement that

each concerned group have a strong influence (positive or

negative) on the implementation of DFSP and a Participation

Analysis Matrix (PAM) would be completed accordingly.

The potential actors would be appropriately informed in time by

the FSS through the SIMSS of the areas where they are expected

to contribute. Of course, the private sector will be informed on

the policy measures and incentivesaccompanying each project that

may be of interest.

A special reference is made to the role of national and subregional

financial institutions for the funding of DFSP. To ensure increased

self-reliance in development and in food security, Africa should

become a magnet of investments for Africans. In particular,

Africans should be induced to bring their deposits from abroad into

restructured development and commercial banks in Africa.

As no country can develop without the proper mechanism for

financing and lending, there is nothing wrong with credit as long

as it is usedfor productive investments. Loansshould be easier to

obtain to enable borrowers to take timely advantage of

opportunities in investment or consumption. Governments should

help develop the enabling environment to also favour consumer



lending through increased access to credit (minimize cost of

tending and diversification of lending mechanisms), increased

mobility of capital and protecting bankers from bad debts. These

will help. to create a favourable business climate and

entrepreneuriaI sodeties.

For instance, the confidence developed around the savinqs-lcans

mechahisms,which are contributing to the growth of the informal

sector, could be exploited. Indeed, advantage could be taken of

these mechanismsto make them a profitable sourceof investment

for investors and to constitute viable credit unions beyond national

boundaries.

Step 7 Project Planning Matrix (PPM) for each Project of the Public

Se~or: For each project of the public sector retained in the DFSP,

a PPM will be developed by the FSS~ The PPM is a simple

four-square matrix. The first column contains the objectives and

activities arranged in a logical hierarchy. The first level of this

hierarchy corresponds to the first rows of the PPM and contains

the overall goal of the project. The second, third and fourth rows

contain the purpose of the project, the results or outputs and the

project activities, respectively.

The logic of the arrangement can be understood by reading the

hierarchy from bottom to top. If the activities are carried out, then

the results will be attained. And if the results are achieved, then

the purpose of the project will be achieved. Similarly, if the purpose

of the project is successfully achieved, then the project contributes

to the achievement of the overall goal.

The project purpose should indicate the intended effects on the

target groups, that is, how the project will effect the intended

beneficiaries. An activity is an action or set of actions which are

to be carried out. They are written in the infinitive verb form.

(
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The second column contains the Objectively Verifiable Indicators

(OVI) which measureshow well the objectives have been achieved.

The third column contains the Means of Verification (MOV) which

identifies what evidence can be used to verify the level of

achievement and where it can be found. The fourth column

contains important assumptions. which are factors outside the

control of the implementers, but which are important to the

successful achievement of project objectives.

The OVI describe how one knows when an objective (overall goal,

project purpose, output/results or activity) has been achieved or

how one. knows that progress has been made. Hence, the

distinction between completion and progress indicators. The OVI

are characterized by time, location, quality and quantity.

The MOV are sources of information or data which provide

evidence that objectives and related OVI have been achieved. They

are allocated numbers which correspond with their respective

indicators.

The assumption related to eachobjective is tested by a simple chart.

For each assumption, the questions of: Is it important? and What

is the probability that it will occur? are asked to find its place in the

chart. It may be left out, included or identified as crucial

assumption.

For the project activities, it is essential to identify any assumption'

that constitutes pre-conditions for the start of the implementation.. .
The pre-conditions which are essential pre-requisites for the next

level are marked for emphasis with an asterisk (*). The crucial

assumptions signal that the planned objectives are not feasible, in

part or whole. They are obliged to change the objectives, modify

the project or abandon it if the pre-conditions are not met.

Once each of the elements of the PPM has been studied, the entire

matrix is reviewed to determine if the results/outputs are achieved



and the purpose of the project accomplished. The responsibilities

of each partner involved in the implementation of the major

activities will be spelled out in the Project Co-ordination chart.

Step 8 Project Plan of Operations for each Project of the Public
Sector: The Project Plan of Operations (PPO) is prepared by the

FSS. It details all activities and specifies the inputs required to carry

them out. A time frame is developed. personnel and

material/equipment needs are determined and costs are

calculated.

Step 9 Achievement Analysis Matrix of ·the DFSP: The FSC analyses

the project achievements and reviews accomplishments of the

DFSP.

Step 10 Planning for the Next Period: The Concept of Rolling Planning:

After assessing the performance of the selected DFSP, the process

of planning will restart for the following period with new goals and

targets examined by the FSC. The subsequent sessions will be

much easier, as all organs will be familiar with the approach and

the techniques. The length of the session could, thus, be

shortened.

United Afrjca Model: An Analytical Framework for the Planning and
the Manogement of the Interventions: Policy advisors of FSC should
provide authoritative advice to decision makers in translating their com
mitment or objectives of development with sustained growth and in
creased self-reliance in food security into concrete actions and
programmes. In meeting that challenge, the FSC is faced with at least
three distinct and perhaps conflicting objectives (ll, l2, l3) which are
to be pursued simultaneously.

The use of MP technique is advocated, as efficiency is the guiding
principle.In quality management of the economy. It is well suited for
assessing the costs and impacts of alternative development and food
security programmes in order to make informed decisions. Hence, using
the MP framework, Z, (social welfare: producers' and consumers'
surplus), could be considered as the objective function while the two
specific objectives related directly to food security (Z2 and Z3) could be
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considered as restraints (that is, that targets for food security have to be
satisfied by the economy), in addition to the set of constraints facing the
economy. The three-dimensional problem could be formulated as fo~

lows:

maximize Z,(producers' and consumers' surpluses)

subject to:

A(X) <b,i

22 (food security risks at national level)

23 (food insecurity risks at individual household level)

2" the sodal welfare, producers' and consumers' surpluses, is to be
maximized. The choice of an optimal DFSP, among all the possible
alternative but optimal solutions, would be facilitated by analyzing the
values of this objective function. This could, in particular, help to ensure
that the retained food security programme is at least cost to the society
or would not worsen others because of the pursuit of the objectives of
food security.

22, food insecurity risks at national level, is to be minimized based on
increased measures of individual household, national and collective ~elf

reliance. 22 is minimized when ihe conditions for adequacy and stability
of supplies are satisfied for meeting the effective demand for food of t'he
total population (non.y~lnerableand vulnerable groups), augmented by
meeting the food gap required to ensure the graduation of given portions
of the vulnerable groups of population from one food insecurity status to,
another or simply from food insecurity to food security.

The interventions lof government would minimize the risks of failure
to achieve the targeted supplies. They should contain the risks associated
with variables entering the supply function. Supply is dependent on
domestic production, trade, stocks and losses in the food chains.

Z3, food insecurity risks at individual household level, is to be mini
mized by ensuring the economic access of the eligible households for
partial and total graduation. For the moderately-vulnerable population
eligible for graduation and for which the degree of self-r.Uance should be
enhanced, the interventions of governments should control and
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strengthen the fluduations in the produdion and income base. The
interventions of the governments in favour of chronically-insecure food
groups, whose economic access is ensured through a programme of
poverty alleviation, would reduce the fluctuations in the income base and
~rengthening the tax base.

Solving the model with the first two sets of equation, that is, without
.any explicit food security component, will yield the effective demand of
both vulnerable and non-vulnerable populations. There are two ap
proaches for including food security dimension in the model. One is to
fix targets for graduation (partial and total) among the wlnera~lepopul.
tion through the use of Z2 and Z3, and the other is to make alternative
plans of the model through influencing the variables related to the
economic access of the vulnerable population until a satisfadory level of
graduation is obtained. Such variables would be related to the improv.
ment of the produdion base, diversification of the income base or simply
the improvement of the purchasing power, including direct transfer to
the targeted vulnerable population to ensure increased economic access
of some of the vulnerable groups for graduation at least cost.

The first approach would be retained in specifying the model owing
to its modelling complexity and comprehensive coverage. The food
security objectives are pre-specified (targets for graduation) and explicitly
modened through Zz and 23. With Z2, the supply of each commodity
retained in the optimal food basket will be forced to be greater than or
equal to the eftedive demand plus the gap for that commodity to satisfy
the physical access constraint for the eligible households for graduation.
Various policy instruments and options would be used to arrive at
satisfying Z2 through increased domestic prod,udion and/or import or
taking from stocks.

The satisfaction of Z2 would lead to a reallocation of resources and
new equilibrium in both factor and produd markets. This would have an
impad on the economic access of the vulnerable population to food as it
would affed the level of income and purchasing power of the population:
hence, their effective demand for food.

Policy instruments should be manipulated and subjed to budget
constraints and social costs until the economic access of the targeted
population is fully ensured. This would reJIuire that the incremental
expenditure on food is covered by the incremental income (generation
of new employment or income streams as a result of the policy interven-
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tions of government) plus the value of any direct transfer (food stamps,
feeding centres...) by government. The incremental expenditure is com
puted on the number of households to be graduated. the optimal food
basket and the price of each commodity that is internally determined for
major ones.

It is indicated that in dosing the food gaps pr.f.rence be given to
policy options that would improve the setf-reliance capability of the
vulnerable population for graduation and sustained access to the food
they need. Therefore, in running the model, one should seek solutions
that would minimize the budget requirements for direct transfer or
poverty alleviation to achieve a given level of graduation.

Food security policy analysts would be expected f.rom the above, to
provide information on the evolution of population according to their
state of food insecurity, as well as on the performance of the public sector,
notably in influencing the private sector to help attain the food security
objectives and providing financial resources (tax revenues) to support the
food security programme.

Therefore. it is necessary to distinguish three components (population.
public service and the private sector) in analyzing food security policy and
developing optimal DFSP to make a well thought out decision. These
three components together form the UAM.

The Structure of the United Africa Model: UAM could be solved for
each period by using a set of analytical tools to yield a numb.r of efficient
alternative DFSP from which decision makers would choose. The tools
will be introduced now as they apply to each component of UAMwithout
going into its detailed specification.

The population Component· For the purpose of food security, popula
tion should be stratified into non-vulnerable and vulnerabl., groups, with
the latter charaderized according to their location, the nature of their
food insecurity (problem of economic or physical access), the type of their
food insecurity (seasonal, transitory or chronic) and the degr•• (depth)
of their food insecurity to increase the probability of addressing their
problem adequately. Variables. such as the .nvironment (lagoon popula
tion, pygmies) in which they live, the profession (nomad, artisans etc..)
and the gender issue (women), could be used to further charaCterize the
vulnerable population.
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However, for easy handling of the characteristics, the vulnerable
portion of the population could be further stratified into four broad
categories:

(i) urban moderately or mildly-insecure food group;

(ii) rural moderately or mildly-insecure food group;

(iii) urban severely or highlyainsecure food group;

(iv) rural severely or highly-insecure food group.

The proposed specification of the state of food insecurity (moderate
and high) of the vulnerable group according to the locality (urban and
rural) has the advantage of easily targeting public interventions and
facilitating the monitoring of the progress in achieving food security
objectives and the movement of a given population from one state of
food insecurity to another. There are various methods for stratifying the
vulnerable portion of the population. The choice of method will depend
on the availability of data to update the population characterized byfood
insecurity as defined above at one year intervals. A population model,
that is an accounting device, would be required for this purpose.

Data and information to stratify the population could be obtained
from household budget, consumption and nutritional surveys. Similar
surveys on expenditures on food linked to the former could be conducted
periodically/ annually to: (i) assess the impact of food security program
mes (graduation and lapsing), (ii) fix targets for graduation for the
following period, or (iii) simply update the food insecurity characteristics
of the population. GOFSP will help to update the population component
of UAM.

The Economic Model: The economic model is assumed to consist of
three sectors - agricultural. non agricultural and public services. The first
two encompass all private economic activities.

The Private Economy Component: The private economy is modelled
within a single period, static and mathematical programming framework.
Private sector production and consumption choices are made through the
interaction of supply and demand forces within the system of competitive
markets. The set of attainable production-eonsumption points for each
year is constrained by predetermined resource availabilities, foreign,
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subreeional and domestic demand structures, level of capital goods
production, level of public service production and the food security
requirements (economic and physical access)for graduation.

The constraint set which is restated for each year relates to previous
economic and demographic value. to present values for the constraint
set. Thus,the economic model is interactive with the demographic model
overtime.

Major sub<omponents of the private-sedor mod.1 include the follow-
ing matrices: (1) produdion technology, (2) labour non-us. and transfor
mation, (3) land improvement, (4) new capital allocation, (5) domestic
demand, (6)food security and poverty alleviation, (7) income accounting.
and transfer, (8) coll.dive seH-reliance (subregional) and (9) international r..
trade.

lb. PybliC S.rvic. Cpmpoo.nt: The public~ector component in the
UAM models the produdion of selected services with particular attention
paid to food security and poverty alleviation, accounts for the resources
used in their production, collectstaxes and makes payment to the private
sector for used goods and services. The level of production of each public
service, including tho. related to food security and poverty alleviation
is, of course, determined by a combination of explicit policy decisions
provided by the decision make" and external to the model.

The public-sector sub-model, therefor., combines information
provided by the system with policydecision made by the user to calculate
the amount of resource use, costs and tax revenues required to produce
and pay for the desired levels of service. The public services component
is, thus, basically an accounting mechanism.

As indicated above, among the selected services, particular attention
is paid to improving access of the wlnerable population to food through
increased self-reliance or direct transfer of food. as required. Trad-.off
has to be develoPed to achieve food security objective by making more
self-reliant (improve produdivity, level of production and income and
diversified income sources, etc.) the vulnerable population, notably
through policy measures and making direct transfer through f..ding
centres, food stamps, and so on. It will be appreciated that interventions
of the second nature be minimal and targeted for chronically vulnerable
food groups.
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Governments, individually and collectively, are expected through their
interventions to pay the insurance premium against food insecurity risks.
Such payment is not directed towards poverty alleviation only, as the
inducement of the private economy to move from current production-con-

. surnption points to new ones resulting from interventions in favour of
food security with financial implications and as policy instruments and
regulation ~wouldnot be sufficient. Moreover, the administration
of the regulations related to the food security and poverty alleviation
would require financial resources.

The public resources should, however, be used efficiently. For in
stance, to ensure the appropriate decision and the optimal allocation of
public resources (physical and financial) in closing the food gaps for the

4'! vulnera ble population eligible for graduation, a sub-model should be used
to help develop alternative optimal food baskets based on consumption
(diet, habits of consumption or changes in habits of consumption) and
production patterns through the use of the MP technique.

Selection of an Optimal DFSP; Solving UAM would yield an efficient
set of solutions that would constitute an optimal DFSP. Policy analysts
could then run a series of alternative DFSP using sensitivity analysis.
Trade-offs between sustained development and increased food security
based on individual and collective self-reliance could be developed. How
ever, to limit the number of DFSP to a reasonable level, a system of
filtering could be used to help discard programmes that are not sufficient
ly different from others already retained by the fiIter (Romero et ai, 1987).

The FSAs will present to FSC a filtered list of DFSPfrom which they
would retain two or three for presentation to decision ma kers. The choice
of the DFSP by governments would depend more on socio-political
objectives and the related (political) cost attached to each DFSP to
achieve, for instance, its goal in food security and development.

Strategic Information Management System and Services: An Aid for
planning. Mon jtoring and Evaluating the Impacts of tbe Interventions. A
Strategic Information Management System and Services or SIMSS to be
maintained by FSS is proposed, as the proper running and application of
UAM and GOFSP would require a wealth of information and data that
need to be efficiently organized. Indeed, the inclusion of food security
concerns in development and management presuppose:
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proper identification of the population according to their food
security status (vulnerable or non-vulnerabl. groups) and size;

charaderization of the food insecure population by specifying the
nature of their food insecurity (problem of both economic and
physical access), the type of food insecurity (seasonal, transitory
or chronic), possibly the degree of their food security (moderate
or high) and the location;

assessment of the cost and impact of alternative optimal
programmes including projeds, policy adions and measures for
achieving targets for total an~ or partial graduation; and

monitoring the food security situation of the candidates for
gradLlation, the vulnerable and non-vulnerable population from
one planning period to another.

A global data and communications network would be maintained at
national, subregional and regional levels for use by the private com
panies, governments, pressure groups and consumers. The database
would contain information and data from budget and consumption
surveys of households, nutritional surveys of households, the input form
of UAM and the output of GOFSP, notably the DFSP. The data and
information should be in a form that can be used by the private as well
as the public sector to facilitate their respedive contribution to sus
tainable development and increased self-reliance in food security.

There would also be a need for equipments such as facsimile machines,
personal computers, networks and other information tools to ensure
increased produdivity in generating, processing and communicating in
formation. For instance, the establishment of tight data links (computer
networks) amongst suppliers, warehouses and stores in every strategic
sites to avoid excess inventories and bring down cost in purchasing and
distributing food notably to the vulnerable population would be useful.

The FSS should have a set of key indicators for monitoring and
evaluating the impacts of the interventions that would provide an instant
snapshot of food security conditions and development situation in the
country concerned in a condensed form. Food security indicators, in
particular, will help understand the performance in production, consump
tion, trade and subregional co-operation in food and fador markets from
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one planning period to another. Such a set of indicators could be for
national, subregional and regional levels.

The set could consist of primary and secondary indicators. Primary
indicators would be related to the stratification of the population into
vulnerable and non-vulnerable groups with the latter further stratified.
Secondary indicators could be related to key variables included in the
optimal DFSP retained by decision makers for implementation. They
would serve, in particular, to assess the efficiency of the interventions of
government towards achieving the food security specific objectives for
the period under consideration.

Also they would serve as a good measure of food and factor markets
and should enable investors to understand the opportunities in each
market for possible interventions of governments and investments from
both the private and public sector, individually or in joint venture.

The possibility of interesting the private sector to track certain in
dicators notably those related to commodity markets could be en
couraged, as there is a potential for guiding investors in food markets and
for profitable operations. Indeed, the firms could charge a small fee for
guiding investors, where and when market demand and supply exist.
The index could be used as an important hedging tool against market
fluctuations, as operators like speculating in commodity markets.

Primary Indjcato[$' Primary indicators of food security would be
, developed to help monitor the movement of population from one state
of food insecurity to another. The following primary indicators could be
uled:

(i) percentage of urban moderately food insecure in total
population in a given period;

(ii) percentage of urban highly food insecure in total
population in a given period;

(iii) percentage of rural moderately food insecure in total
population in a given period; and

(iv) percent~ge of rural highly food insecure in total
population in a given period.
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Secondary Indicators: Secondary indicators could be related to any of
the variables included in th.e DFSP. These variables could be related to
ensuring sustained national food security based on collective self-reliance
and promoting the economic access of the eligible households for gradua
tion. Targets could be set for the share of domestic production in total
supply of a given commodity, employment rate for a given category,
population growth rate, migration rate, income level and distribution,
wage rate, inflation rate, price level, tax revenue, stock reserve level,
foreign exchange reserve and foreign exchange rate or import quota on
products and inputs.

For instance, if national food security is to be achieved bcsed on an
increased measure of self-sufficiency in a given commodity, then the
Self-Sufficiency Ratio (SSR) for that commodity could be included as a
secondary indicator, Also, if economic access of individual household to
food is to be achieved with higher employment, then the employment
rate could be included as a secondary indicator. ~

Conclusion

Widespread chronic food insecurity all over the continent made it
imperative for African leaders to reorient for sustainable development
and improved food security in Africa, there must be increased measures
of self-reliance at individual household, national, subregional and regional
levels. It is the right ti me for the structural transformation of the economy
to take place, as the new generation of political leaders have no alterna
tive than to deliver or leave the leadership.

Indeed, the African leaders of the 19905 are bound to create and
maintain the favourable climate (democratization of development
process, independent judicial system, commitment to development and
economic and political integration) for the new breed of businessmen,
including migrants, who have financial resources and the know-how in
business to operate within a nation, subregion or region efficiently and
confidently. The crisis in international assistance and the limited success
of the reform packages under the orthodox SAPs are admittedly leading
factors for a change in attitude of the African people and the leadership
in Africa.

African popUlation are learning at their expense that they have to
develop increased measures of self-reliance, within the subregional
-ameworks, by promoting competition, guaranteefng privileged access
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to the subregional markets and uniting around mutually-profitable joint
ventures. In any case. Africa has to move away from over-dependence
on the rest of the world. notably for the essential goods and services and
the basic food that its population requires for survival, if it is to be
respected by the rest of the world as a true partner in international
development.

The present paper tries to contribute to the efforts of the new breed
of leadership in its efforts to structurally transform the economy for
sustainable davelopment and improved situation in food security based
on increased measures of individual and collective self-reliance. The
paper concentrates on developing tools and methods for a better plan
ning. management and assessment of strategic interventions to help
sustain success.
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\ REASSESSING PARTICIPATORY
< 'DEVELOPMENT - CONCEPTUAL AND

!~~~~~~~I~~~i~%~OF
--ELEMENTS

I. From Lip-Service to Effective Reality?

So much has been said and documented on the subject of participatory
development. Vet so little useful practical work has surfaced so far. In
spite of the fact that participatory development has not entered, even in
limited ways, the realms of 'effective reality', advocacy of the need for it
continues to emerge from many corners, the recent one being from the
Economic Commission for Africa which sponsored the International Con
ference on Popular Participation in February 1990 in Arusha, Tanzania.
The African Charter for Popular Participation in Development and Trans
formation which emerged out of the conference stated that:

"... participation is, in essence, the empowerment of the people to
effectively involve themselves in creating the structures and in
designing Policies and Programmes that serve the interests of all as
well as to effedively contribute to the development process and
share equitably in its benefits."

In the final document of the Arusha Conference, there are terms whose
implications touch upon issues of structural social change and which, by
their very proposition, raise questions of relevance and realism. Some of
these terms such as 'People first', 'participation', 'involvement', 'capacity
building', 'empowerment', 'control of their own development', etc. have
been used in such a 'pavlovian' habitual eccentricity that conscious
developmentalists no longer take them and their proponents seriously.
As a matter of fad these real but 'emotively' misused terms erode the
credibility of participatory development both as a concept and as a
potentially achievable methodology of development. At issue is there
fore the very continuity of participatory development as an alternative
paradigm in African development. The fadors which relegated par
ticipatory development into vacuous "eye-catching phraseology" are
many, and it would render justice to our understanding and analysis of
the issue if we could only dwell on a few of the central elements that
r.quire serious attention in the discourse of participatory development
in Africa. An examination of some of the fundamental issues which could
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act as constraints to development. more particularly to participatory
development, has-been dictated by the fact that in the past many useful
concepts which have far reaching implications on societal changes have
been raised persistently in international forums only to disappear over
time into oblivion. Many a times such a development happens either
because the issues surface to prominence prematurely, or there are
intractable policy problems which make implementation difficult or im
possible. Participatory development is not a simple concept. It involves
a whole set of societal issues. For participation to materialize requires.
first, a clear understanding of the critical issues and, second. it demands
evolving. stage on stage, the necessary policy instruments for effective
implementation. In the following pages, we propose to examine a few
of the intractable institutional and political issues in Africa. which could
potentially render the paradigm of participatory development into the
dust bins of development history.

To begin with, Africa is not culturally and economically homogeneous
and no concept or programme can be perceived or applied uniformly
without due regard to the region's diversity. Part of this diversity
involves the existence of different but diverse relationships: capitalist
farms alongside labour reserves; landlords co-existing side by side with
tenants and peasants, submerged to the direct social control of state
bureaucracies; pastoralists operating and practising a pre-neolithic' hus
bandry; highlanders separated from lowlanders not only by boundary but
~I~o by social and economic functions. Thus the very idea of a typical
African farmer can be a sociological myth. Each of these forces of
production have their own unique global and local forces that separate
them or bind them together. In some African countries, for example,
participation in nation building may not be a contentious issue, primarily
because the political power and social structures may have greater
flexibilitYI to an extent that hostilities to participatory development as a
concept are reduced. In other cases, participation can be a normal
community function when perceived at a micro level with the prevailing
dominance of traditional labour exchanges which influence the day to
day actions of the community for the undertaking of common tasks,
whether in agriculture or in other community development activities.

Some developmentalists. especially the marxist ones, attribute this
diversity in economic relationships to the dominance of class forces. This
form of analysis is inadequate. Except in countries with long traditions
of cultivated agriculture, the disparity among the farming population
cannot simply be explained by how much land the diverse population
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owned, for there is hardly a difference, in most countries in Sub-Sahara
Africa (exception being in the eastern, southern and central highlands of
Sub-Sahara Africa) in the amount of land owned by the poor or middle
peasants. Rather than size, it may be the household capacity which may
make a big difference. One study reveals (Mamdani, 1991) that a poor
household could only cultivate not more than 40% of the land they owned,
whereas the figure for middle income peasants may be as high as 70%,
the reason for such a marked difference being the availability of technol
ogy. Aggravating this problem has been the constant demand on the
labour of poor households for community services extracted either on a
voluntary or compulsory basis, a clear indication that in real terms peasant
households do not have full control over their labour time and asset
resources, especially the latter, to say the least of the land tenure
arrangement which is a source of constant insecurity I thus directly affect
ing any programme designed to be organized on a sustainable basis.

This dilemma of extreme diversity and polarization does not stop here.
Often times, foot' example, price policies are decreed from the top or
alternatively the market is let free to a rbitrate conflicting interests. While
liberalization gave equal opportunity to the rich and to the poor, in terms
of price incentives, nevertheless. because the rich have the capacity to
substantially increase marginal output and productivity more than the
poor, equal opportunity in this case turns out to be one of unequal
benefits. In this context, more than incentives, as indicated above, factors
related to access to resources assume greater importance in programmes
involving participation on a mass scale.

Perhaps the most pervasive influence on what can and cannot be done
in participatory development comes from the effects of the relationships
between democracy and the state. The African experience with
democratic policies since independence is well known. Although it has
been recognized that the struggle for independence had strong
democratic heritages and commitments, nevertheless the post inde
pendence record speaks to the contrary. Tragically, in many instances,
popularly elected governments have been replaced by oligarchic ones,
and in many cases, such a development was accompanied by violence and
repressien. That tradition has not abetted to this day. What is important
to reorganize is the fact that at the root of these problem lies the
uncontrollable impulse to assume control of resources, in one form or
another, by interested groups operating with or without the collabora
tion of dominant internal and external forces. These days, howeverthere
are sum encouraging signs in favour of a more open accountable pluralist
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society. which development will have implications on the state of rural
development.

Related with the issue above is the adoption by development
economists especially in the developing countries of a Hagelian stance
regarding the rote of the state. The state was expected (and still is) to
undertake development tasks of one kind or another including the
building of schools, social and economic infrastructur.s~ industries, ar
mies, towns and such vital social services as employment. Th. state in
Africa was even involved in buying and selling goods and services. These
tasks of the state were undertaken with varying success. African states
are now being told to privatize the functions of the state. restricting state
role to minimum regulatory functions. The newly emerging industrialized
states of Asia, notably China, Korea. Japan and Taiwan achieved a
remar1(8~1. breakthrough largely on account of the strong interventions
of the state (Shi-shu, 1992) at varying times of their history of economic
devetopment.

Participatory development is a concept which attempts to use the
people, unlike past approaches, as the prime vehicles for development.
The central question, however, is how people fit, in their everyday life
and decisions into the frameworks of the state and what influences they
may have in the making of the civil society. The answer to this question
will determine the extent to which a development based on participation
is possible or achievable. Thus, we are compelled to dwell on the issue
of the state and democracy at 'greater depth than we have undertaken
hitherto in previous pages of this paper. Because of the complexity of
the issue at hand. an .xhaustive analysis of the subject is beyond the
scope of this paper. We shall, therefore, dwell only on the fundamental
points of the current debates on the issue.

The state of the debate on the question of democracy in Africa is still
at its infant stage a'nd many components of what could or could not
constitute a democracy remain unexplored. Several academics and ac
tivists see democracy in Africa as an instrument of development (Anyang.
1989). Others seethe issue of democracy (Thandika, 1989) as an absolute
value, moral and political, which is 'good for itself', which the African
people deserve to have without having to be justified in terms of national
development. Albeit these debates, as Shivji (1991) rightly puts out, the
question of democracy cannot avoid the social, and historical resistance
and struggles of the 'people·. Vet Shivji unlike Anyang and Thandika
considers that democracy in Africa should not be perceived in 'Willy-Nilly
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, Liberal Ideology' but in its most fundamental mission: "as a minimum to
tie an ideology which articulates anti-imperialism and anti compradore
state pesltiens". Despite these differences in emphasis on the content
and direction of democracy in Africa, however, all authors at least

~ implicitly agree on the centrality of the question of democracy for
development.

At the level of praxis of democracy, there is a wide gap between what
is and what ought to prevail. In present day sub-Sahara Africa, politics is
practised in ways which directly affect, often negatively, the possibilities
for self-improvement and development both at individual and national
levels. In many of these countries politics is practised, often invoking the
name of democracy, often times through ~hat Shivji calls, 'the state
party', an institution ostensibly created to mobilize and serve people, but
which ultimately draws its legitimacy from laws, rulas, directives

~ developed by interest groups instead of the civil society. Opinions of
'outsiders' to these rules of interest groups, either from within or outside
of the 'party state' get rejected or suppressed, thus curtailing even the
very consideration of alternative paths for development. The result is
stagnation of economic and social life. Add to this problem of the 'party
state' the fact that present day development work is done by paid
bureaucrats rather than by volunteers and cadres who do what they do
because of a commitment to a caus•. How to untangle the 'party state'
which holds the last words on the social goods and political values is the
single most important challenge facing developmentalists today. Thus
the politics of the state and society are issues that hold promise or retard
the prospects for participatory development. Without serious rethinking
of the current direction of the state of affairs in democratic governance,
it is inconceivable to think in terms of sustainable participatory develop
ment in contemporary Africa. The impacts of politics on the fabrics of
society is best articulated by Shivji when he states:

Politics is not simply the question of state power...[it] involves as
well the approaches, ideologies and relations in resped of differen
ces and different interests within the civil society at various levels 
differences between gender and age groups; differences between
capita! and labour and the unemployed; landlord and tenant and the
landless; differences among professions and between the profes
sional and lay person; differences of language, race, culture and
religions... under a system of party-state where politics itself is
monopolised, these differences in, and of, civilsociety, are not simply
mediated through the state but under the state's immediate



hegemony. This has the effect of narrowing the space for civil
society.

To conclude: the inherent problems contained in the issues raised
above and their broader implications to initiating developmtmt alterna
tives lead us to entertain the following proposition: How you conceptual
ize a problem sets the parameters within which one can formulate a
solution. The wisdom of this proposition rephrased differently stands as
follows: the present malaise in Africa indicates clearly that, despite
optimism at the eve of independence, there has been a serious failure to
build democratic institutions throughout the continent. As a result,
regional, ethnic and cultural diversity. class interests and mass aspira
tions. ideas of social justice, equality, democratic participation cannot be
harmonized and unified easily. This is the present reality in African
development. The overall result of such a situation is lack of consensus.
security and stability not only on matters of details on the contents of
development but on the direction of development itself. To return back
to the message of our proposition stated above, situations in many
African countries remain as depicted above and as such to articulate
participatory development at a programme level and on wider scale in
these countries can bear little result, simply because there does not exist
a favourable macro-policy for such a situation. On the other hand,
however, a number of African countries are now emerging which wish
to reassert their democratic heritages and allow their people to engage
in democratic struggles. This emerging tendency becomes crucial and
critical for participatory development. It is to these aspiring countries,
some of whom have adopted participatory development as a kernel of
their national development policy that this analysis addresses itself.

In addressing this article to specific countries. one fundamental
premise has been considered: In the countries aspiring to translate
participatory development into a workable paradigm of developtnent
systems, the poverty of technical knowledge on how to master such an
undertaking is enormous and one that requires serious attention. For
some time to come, because of very little work in field investigations.
success in organizing effective and sustainable participatory development
programmes will be limited.

One of the major weaknesses in present day programmes of par
ticipatory development has been the fad that the supporting technical
issues like design elements remain unexplored. Many reasons account
for these states of condition. Participation by its nature is anti-determinist



and anti-prescriptive. Because of this conceptual and technical dilemma,
we are obliged to restrict our analysis and programme descriptions to
only the "common features·· of design elements that can have applications
within the framework of a broader context. If there is one central
message in this paper it is that the proponents of participatory develop
ment have to be down to earth in their thinking. Start working on the
common features of programme components using the process approach
so that it would be possible to translate participation into a meaningful
set of programmes that can change the lives of the poor.

u. Towards Understanding design Elements for
Participatory Development

1. The Basic Institutional Conditions

The basic premise in considering the importance of design elements
lies in the belief that any development activity can only be successfully
implemented if the beneficiaries had a major role, starting from the
formulation of the initial ideas of programmes and/or services. Such a
role means more than involvement such as attendance of meetings or
participating in group discussions when called upon to do so. The "role"
that we have referred to above implies, directly, the beneficiaries taking
an intensive leadership in defining, articulating, synthesizing, analyzing
and putting into workable frame all the essential elements that constitute
a programme, and following it through the various stages to successful
implementation. In short, it means assuming full responsibility for the
emerging success or failure stories of a programme. This responsibility
has serious implications on the lives of the beneficia ries. It could and does
involve, in practice, the beneficiaries changing their daily and seasonal
tasks, household gender and age division of labour, attitudes, even beliefs
and social obligations. The programme should accommodate into their
lives. Such a role is indeed fundamental, and often seemingly sound plans
and practices are rejected by the beneficiaries or local people because
they do not fit into this new pattern of life that participatorY progra mmes
demand or entail.

There are even more fundamental benefits from active participation
in programmes involving agriculture, livestock, and the environment: not
only are the local people the best judges of their needs, but often are the
only source of information for analysis of their objective requirements
and the best arbiters of what will best solve them. Specifically, surveys
of farming systems, their constraints and environmental management
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and other survival practices must draw on the farmers own knowledge
of these realities. The formulation of plans for sustainable growth with
equity must draw upon the 'indigenous knowledge', especially of the
environment. It is now being realized that locals are not only the sources
of micro-climatic and environmental features, but of practices that are
appropriate to them. They are the 'experts' and as such, need to be_
accorded appropriate respect. Moreover, plans that are not discussed
with them and which require them to throw out all their old methods and
adopt new practices in fact deprive them of their one key resource, their
self-respect, their knowledge of their own conditions and the logic of time
honoured systems. This knowledge needs to be harnessed and not
suppressed. This is part of the task of participation in design.

However, there has been a contradiction in terms concerning partlcipe
tion in the past. Participation sets out, ideologically, to give voice,
decision and action to all members of the community. But, there is a
conflict of interests within any community, created by specific power
structures, and attempting to address this by bringing in a 'classless'
conception and structure inevitably leads to failure and rejection. Each
community is unique and has specific power structures, and thus advocat
ing particular abstract methodology for community participatory
development to address problems in general is a recipe for disaster.
Moreover, the methodology must be one that extracts the understanding
of what is involved in the development process. It can give priorities but
it cannot be expected to lay down specific instructions.

Local participation can only function in relation to application, that is,
local individuals or farmers can participate in testing a new seed or crop.
They rarely function within evaluation or in needs assessment because of
this 'conflict of interests'. Put differently, each community is made up of
different interests that are dictated by income, culture, environment or
religion; asking one group to assess the communities' needs would lead
to a disproportionate evaluation.

In many cases, in practice, many groups will not wish to be involved
in participation for various reasons which may include cultural barriers.
or an absence of perception that will receive any benefits. In any event,
there will always be a sector of the community that does not participate.
The function of participatory development is not to didate to groups or
individuals that they ~ participate, but moreover, to illustrate the
benefits of participation by example. In practical terms, this means
working with groups or individuals who are motivated enough to or-
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ganize and participate. These groups are unlikely to be either in the
highest social groups, or the lowest groups, that is, the highest social
groups usually have vested interests in keeping the status quo, and the
lowest social groups may not have the power to organize because of
social restrictions. The groups within a community that have levels of
motivation are unlikely to be those that, either have something to gain
by organization and participation, or have something to lose if they do
not organize and participatlt. These groups are likely to be in the middle
of the social stratification within the community.

It is necessary to work within groups, because it is not possi ble to work
with unmotivated groups because they are unresponsive. Thus,
motivated groups will be the only ones who show a level of success or
development. In addition, if these groups show a level of success they
will act as catalysts to the development process. Successful role models
encourage other groups to participate and organize.

The community development process need not start with the higher
social groups as a rule. There may be other grOlJps with a level of
motivation or organization that come forward to participate for their own
development. In other words, participation in community development
will only work if the groups are setf-selecting.

The objective of participatory development is to help the poor, or to
get the 'silent to speak'. While this is the objective, it is not a hard and
fast rule. The development of the poor will only come with time. This is
not to say that they should be ignored and left to themselves; indeed,
they should be kept at the forefront of the programmes' objectives for
development. But their opportunities for devel,opment will only come
with their willingness to contribute to their own development. They must
f,,1 and want to help themselves.

These factors bring into question the role of external agents in the
community and in development. Far from excluding external agents in
the community, because of the ethic, 'community development must
come from the community', i~ should encourage specific roles of external
agents. Their role needs to be one of an overseer, not to dietate develop
ment solutions, but to aid and encourage development, to be approach
able for questions and demands. An example of an NGO in Kenya serves
.to illustrate the role of the external agents in a facilitative mode. A local
small-farmers' co-operative approached a field officer about advice on
improving agriculture. The field officer explained a method whereby half
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an acre of land was put over to growing papaya fruit which theoretically
would bring a return of U5$4,OOO per year. The co-operative was not
convinced of the method and wanted to grow beans and maize rather
than involve itself in intensive agriculture. The field officer employed his
method himself, while members of the co-operative looked on and
observed. After a time, when the farmers saw his success, they came back
to the field officerfor further discussions. Thus the external agent is there
to be approached and questioned and not to dictate. There is the
recognition that the local people are those in control and it is they, in the
form of a motivated co-operative, who dictate their own actions.

A particular role of external agents is to find ways of encouraging
community members to devote their time and energy to prospects or to
engage in collective action. One approach to this is to organize people
into groups (if they do not exist already) where the contribution of each
member is readily visible, giving each member an incentive for getting
involved (White, 1976). Groups may be small or large, depending on the
situation, er the size, of the community. What must be stressed and built
upon is not the size of the group but the development of a sound
organizational structure within the group. Participation by an external
agent is very important, because an effective leadership can involve
people to contribute to an activity or cause.

Perhaps a much clearer role for external agents in a participatory
programme lies in the need for external expertise in designing program
mes of development. Often times, beneficiaries, especially in the earlier
periods of programme inception, will come forward with a variety of
seemingly implementable programmes. Upon close technical scrutiny,
these programmes (ostensibly based on felt needs) turn out to be ideas
without economic benefits and financial viability_ These collections of
project ideas could not even be considered-for study, because they may
be grossly inappropriate to the social and economic interests of the
community at large. This experience of the poor coming up with unimple
mentable project ideas is one that surfaces in many places. It is also such
a sensitive issue that anti-participatory elements often cite to downgrade
the wisdom and feasibility of participatory programmes. The problem
essentially is how to assist the poor to improve their capacity for
programme planning. The poor are capable of articulating their felt
needs, but the feasibility of these needs in the wider context of the socia I.
economic, financial and institutional milieu is something beyond the full
control of the poor and therefor. needs the assista nee of external people.
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2. The First Steps in Oesign Elements

Participatory development by definition, should be a response to a
problem that is voiced by an individual, a group or a community. The
process of participatory development should not be indiscriminately
applied using some noble justification.

Advocates of a holistic approach to participatory development per
ceive it as a process approac~ which combines social (human develop
ment), political (creation of democratic pressure groups, eradicating
inequality etc...) and economic goals. Within this perspedive, the most
critical variables to determine success are the way in which development
occurs, in terms of equity and exadly who is involved and how. This
suggests that any development initiative needs to have as its starting
point the immediate needs of the relevant population. Perceptions, roles,
goals and interests of different adors need to be clarified at the start
where organizational and social relationships are given as much thought
as the technical process. The community based institutions or peoples'
organizations through which effedive participation will take place need
to b. identified. Thus, social process is crucial for effediveness and an
ability to foster additional participatory development initiatives.

In order to develop the social process required for community develop
ment, interested groups should be formed before adion so they can be
strengthened and built upon. Ideally, the interest groups will exist in
some form of community organization or structura, with the voice and
motivation to participate in the process of development. Colledive
adions have the highest chance to occur and be effedive when people
have had experience of organized groups, when they are informed and
consciously perceive that it is their best interests to ad purposely in a
co-ordinated manner. When a projed or programme is pursued, central
among the social prerequisites for success is a unit of social organization,
capable of sustaining the project or programme. Therefore
projeds/pro~rammesmust start with identification or the establishment
of such a variable unit or group. For example, in the FAO/UNOP sup
ported participatory rural development programme in Lesotho, the
....habana Morera Rural Development Project-, the first step in promoting
social organization for the programme was to study the settlement
pattern of the viHages and out of this pattern create vial;»le participatory
groups. This exercise not only helped the villagers themselves to be well
acquainted with the programme, but it also helped the 'outsiders',
principally the programme management group, to determine the scale of
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operation of the programme. Bynecessity, but largely through intensive
dialogue among members, small villages had to be amalgamated with
neighbouring small villages and accordingly a management plan had to
be drawn for the entire programme.

This process of inquiry and dialogue. within the villages resulted,
ilmong others, in individual village mer.lbers identifying their own groups
through which they related to the programme or worked for the realiza
tion of the programme.

Whenever programme interventions are made in a community, there
are many assumptions that programme developers make. We shall dwell
on only two of such assumptions: First, th.re is the assumption that there
exists either within a community problem or problems that need address
ing; secondw, there is the assumption that external resources can help
solv. that problem. In terms of addressing problems, there needs to exist
a group or structure with the motivation to participate to a solution. In
general, once a problem has been identified, there are questions that the
external agent must determine or pose ..what organizations or structures
within the community can be built upon or worked with, in the solution
to the p'roblem or problems? that is, which organizations and structures
favour possible change and which organizations and structures do not?

If there are no structures or organizations within the community, then,
the focus of the intervention mu,t be to create an organization around a
specific problem. In other words, a group of individuals must be brought
together with sufficient motivation to deal with a particu,lar problem.
Thus, a group of people are willing to, or want to, participate in a task
they perceive to be ben.ticial for the good of themselves and the
community.

Given that these pr..conditions are met, the next step is a general
need assessment. This serves the purpose of prioritizing needs or the
most immediate problem(s) to be solved. But it can also work in the
reverse, that is, a community or group can be found. to be in a good,
fundional stat. that does not need help, or it can be found that their
particular problems cannot be addressed by the use of external resources,
e.g. in problem situations created by gender divisions. However, whil.
saying this, the mobilization and organization can itself help to ameliorate
such problems.
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However, if needs are identified that can be addressed then they
usually come in the form of a loss of or a decline in 'factors in production',
that is. lack of land, machinery, seeds capital, organization, or manage
ment capacity. Thissituation of need then relates to resources. Therefore
a resource assessment exercise is necessary to determine what the
community or group has to build on or work with and what needs to be
imprqved.

Once the resource base has been assessed and its strengths and
weaknesses determined, then the process of participation in develop
ment is directly proportional to the willingness or the motivation of the
particular group to contribute to the development process. If their
perception of their need is great and the resource base can be improved,
then there is a good chance of an ability to affect change. If the
motivation is not there, then the project will fail. In other words,
participation entails time. If the members of the community or group are
unwilling to give their time, then the situation will remain the same. This
is also symptomatic of a problem that has been misinterpreted by the
external agents, that is. if the problem was interpreted correctly, the
community would be motivated to action.

The mechanics of needs and resource assessment entails a three stage
process (see figure one) which begins with a needs assessment by
external agents, using methods such as, for example Rapid Rural Ap
praisal (RRA). Things to b. consi~.r.d in this assessment can be divided
into three headings: assessment of the environment (including the
resource base); assessment of human resources and structures; and
assessment of the production system. Aspe(:ts within the environmental
assessment are resource evaluation, landscape distribution and manage
ment and with the human assessment are social analysis (e.g. gender and
class), formal community structures as well as institutions and organiza
tions dictated by state government. These aspects should not only b.
assessed by external agents but also by internal memb.rs of the com
munity and results should be amalgamated through dialogue.

There are two basic ways in which to assess ne.ds: one is by asking
peopl. what their needs are, and the other is by conducting surveys and
inventories. Th. latter can identify more objedive requirements of the
production system, way of life and uncover more underlying problems.
Thisserves as a prerequisite for me.ting more obvious needs. The specific
methods and procedur.s for assessment of needs include rapid rural
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reconnaissance, preliminary listening surveys and participatory action
research. .

Rapid rural reconnaissance is a valuabl. technique to get an overview
of realities and problems. A major component of this technique is II

nqn-formal listening survey, that is, surveys that tend to be informal,
us~ally without questionnaires, and are carried out whenever the'people
ar•• e.g. in the fields, market place, homes etc. The external agent is

\ listening for the issue about which the people have the strongest fe.lings.
Emotion is linked to motivation and thus only on issues that people feel v

strongly about will they be prepared to act. An important aspect of the
meetings is to strike a balance between those traditionally seen as the
spokes..people of the locality and those ..usually women, the landless and
resourceless ..whose voices remain silent.

Th. survey team should be asking the questions based on considera
tion of:

(a) how people meet basic needs;

(b) relationships between people;

(c) community decision making processes and structures;

(d) the role of informal methods of problem solving and
decision making;

Ce) education and socialisation;

(f) beliefs and values.

Open ended conversations, carried out politely, and as closely as
possible to local customary style and manners, with individuals and
groups, can b. put together in a systematic w,ay. In this way a gen.ral
picture of the community's situation can be pieced together showing its
stren.9ths, weaknesses and constraints and bottlenecks.

At the other level of, survey is participatory action research. This
method involves a more detailed, systematic collection of data which
allows a degree of quantification of discernible patterns of land use,
resources, farm pradices, localecological charges and ways of coping with
them. This more detailed survey could yield feedback to allow an initial
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project, formulated in a flexible w~y on the basis of a rapid field recon
naissance, to be amended, or the design of additional projects. In any
event, even a more detailed study that begins not only to identify
problems and needs, but to estimate their scale and their requirements,
can still b. carried out in a manner that is participatory, informal and
capable of being run and analyzed by lay persons. •

Once carried out and needs have been identified in a locality, It is
important to prioritise programmes. But perhaps more importantly, it is
better, after a quick reconnaissance, to identify one or two immediate
priorities. For this reason, it is important that the J).I..[i.Qd. of assessment,
evaluation and implementation is not too long. The initial action may

. concentrate in any particular group within the community which may not
be the most needy, but the results of the action, in terms of community
confidence, are essential for an ongoing development process that can
address the n.eds of the disadvantaged. This is not to say that the initial
action should not b. thought about and carefully applied. This may be
the 11"0st important link that the external agents create; therefore it
should be appropriate, beneficial and effective.

It is also important that there is consistency in the interaction of
.xternal agents and individuals/groups within the community. The will
ingness of the community to participate will be lost if the external agent
is unreliable or if the agent makes promises that are not kept~ It is very
important that whatever commitments or results that are promised are
achieved.· Therefor. the external agents should begin with limited.
simple and achievable promises.

There are two precesses used in identifying needs: the primary needs
assessment, which is aimed at addressing certain needs quickly; and the
secondary ne.ds assessment which is intended to address more specific
needs and serve as a constant evaluation of interventions already under
taken. They combine to form a cyclicalmethod of adion and assessment,
which allows for a constant evaluation of ongoing programmes. The
flow mechanics of the needs assessment exercise are demonstrated in
figures 1 and 2:
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Fig. 1 - PRIMARY NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT FLOW CHART

Fig. 2· NEEDS ASSESSMENT FLOW CHART

CONCLUSIONS

Very little practical work has surfacad sofar in the area of participatory
! development. Whil. participatory development has .great potential to be

an dective alternative paradigm in Africandevelopment, unfortunately,
judging by what has be.n achieved so far, it has been reduced to vacuous
eyHatching phraseology. Manyfadors have contributed to this state of
conditions. Th.re are intractable institutional and political issues which
r.and in the way of making participatory development an achievable
objective. Africa is not culturally, politically and/or economically
homogeneous and no programme (.sp.~iallyparticipatory programmes
which demand flexibility and adaptability to local situations) can be
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perceived or applied uniformly without due regard to the regions' diver- •
sity.

One of the fundamental issues, if not the fundamental issue, which
could determine the future viability of participatory programmes is the
relationship between democracy and the state. Although on the eve of
independence Africa was generally conscious of its strong democratic
heritages and there were some serious attempts to put to practice this
valuable heritage, unfortunately this democratic heritage did not flower
as expected. Instead, oligarchic rule, violence and repression became the •
order of the day. This state of conditions contradicts the very possibility
of practising participatory development mainly because such a serious
concept can only work under democratic conditions of freedom and
accountability. Thus the current thrust in Africa to democratic rule and
civil society assume special importance to the concept and practice of
participatory development.

Where democratic rule within the realms of civil society exists and
where such a rule is receptive to participatory development, issues of 
organizing and managing, participatory programmes, become serious
problems to overcome. One of such problems is the organization of
design elements for participatory development. Design of programmes
affect every element of a programme's life. In the preliminary organiza
tion of design elements two fundamental assumptions are often made.
One assumption is that there are community problems that need address
ing. The other assumption is that resources, from external or internal
sources, can help solve these problems. Whatever the merit of these
assumptions, the need for special organizational set-up and structures
arises which will help focus programme interventions around specific
issues that need resolution. The primary organizational/~tructural base
for programme interventions based on participatory methods becomes,
by necessity, the people in the community, organized in small viable
groups. The structuring of these groups which entails making resources
available as well as creating the necessary motivational factors is an
important time consuming critical exercise, because if the motivation is
absent there can be no participatory development. To this should b.
added the mechanics of needs and resource assessment which entails
diverse technical approaches and collaborators. In these processes, ex
ternal agents have important roles to play but one that needs to be
conceptually subordinated to the role of the communities themselves.
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·SOME THOUGHTS ON THE PROCESS OF
RURAL DETERIORATION IN AFRICA

Implicit in. and in addition to numerous ethers, the D.claration of
Principles and Programme of Adion of the World Conference on Agrarian
Reform and Rural Development (WCARRD). Rome. 1979, is the optimistic
assumption that development of the rural sedor is a natural process. even
within the framework of nation-states in the twentieth century and ~hat

the process can be accelerated by a package of fiscal and mon.tary
policies and institutional reorganization, for exampl., land reform. wher.
n.cessary.1/ A decad.later, a Confer.nc. of Minist.rs "mindful that the
development of rural Africa is part of th. d.velopment of th. continent",
adopted a resolution which invit.d th. ECA Secretariat to. inter ,Ii,
.nsure that its 1992·93 programm. of work b. geared to "facilitate rural
transformation, which is sine Qya non of the continent's recovery and
self-reliant· development with dignity..... 2/

A note of diss1mt or caution was, however. sounded in 1976. A study
maintained that rural development was an "unnatural process". 3/ It
argued that the processes involved in rural development "ar. to a great
extent contrary to natural, political and bureaucratic instincts. Political
and bureaucratic seH-interest • even enlightened self-interest dictate
against the st.ps, which such rural development processes involve. and
didate against them overtime ... Rural development involves re-distribu
tion and, by definition, r.-distribution involves the transfer of resources
or power; in less polite terms, this means giving away or giv!ng up
something. It may involve giving up something one has, will have or
want to have." 4/ .

In 1978, the question was raised whether rural development was at
all consistent with the market economy and political power strudure of
most developing countries. where extremely skewed distribution of
resources or "barrel of the gun" was the base. 5/ An editorial, published
in this journal in 1989, in essenc•• answered that query in the negative.
6/ Moreover, that was substantially corroborated by the successive
findings of the post-World Conference en Agrarian Reorm and Rural
Oev.lopm,ent,1979:7/

In light of those findings and in contrast to the rhetori(. an attempt
will be made in this editorial to outline the process of rural deterioration
in Africa. The purpose is to provoke construdive criticism and sugges
tions so that th. proc.ss b. better unde~oodand a package of pragmatic
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measures taken to reverse the causal factors. The dangers of generalisa
"tion...., of cours., obvious and, particularly so, in a continent as diverse
as Africa. Nevertheless, some common themes are evident in the
economic history of much of Africa, and it is on these that this editorial
dwells.

Rural deterioration can be discussed either in a comparative "sectoral
sense (the usual rurakuban dichotomy) or in relation to' a base period.
The first one is widely documented and conspicuously self-evident to all,
whether formally literate or illit.rate. The word "rural· is also fl.xible. It
filay,for .xample, b. d.lineated in quantitative terms. Despite the broad
division of the world between afflu.nt North and impoverished South,
th.... are "rural" ar.as in both - .ven if th.y vary gr.atly in fador
endowm.nts, standard of living and productivity.

Africa has its rural areas, which provide habitat, .mployment and
income of over seventy per cent of the population. North America has
its rural ar.as also and has a "Rural Outreach Programme", as wen. 8/ tf,
however, one contrasts life in rural Africawith that of, say~ rural Ontario
(Canada), one begins to r.cognize how flexible the word "rural~ is and
realizes what an uphill task lies ahead in order for Africa to achieve any
decent comparability between the two. They are a world apart today.

The dichotomy in African member States between rural and urban is
a glaring reality. Descriptions commonly used for rural areas are deprived
and debased while for '~rban ai-e privileged and protected. The r.lation
betw••n the two, Se' .dr, ha$ b••n ·conflietual and exploitative and has
been detrimental to rural areas. One only n.eds to compare and contrast
amongst, for exarftpl., enclaves of efficiency, power and affluence of the
glittering elitist parts of Addis Ababa, Nairobi, Abidjan, Cairo, Harare and
so on with their -hinterland", rural areas, where life is an unmitigated
drudgery. This contrast is basically a refledion of differential acc,ss to
resources, to decision-making processes, .ntrepreneurship, opportunity
and produdivity.

Except for a certain Scandinavian country, which d.liberat.ly opted
to remain ·rural-, this diff....ntial seems to b. univ.rsal and II "law of
natur.·, wheth.r one probes the North or South. What app.ars to be II

comparative difference or det.rioration of the rural sedor could histori
cally be correlated to the rise of nation states in the twentieth century,
with central d.cision-making authority, at the expense of the autonomy
of the mar. or less self-reliant, self-sufficient and s.tfagoverning thinly
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populated clusters of settlements/hamlets. inhabited by the same tribe
with a common heritage, dialect, livelihood, modes of production and
distribution, which lived in harmony and in equilibrium with the environ
ment.

These ancestors lived in the "bush", so to say, and generally survived
by hunting. There was enough, or rather more than enough, for
everybody. Supply was possibly chasing demand, rather than the other
way around. Hence, there was no need to compete, elbow others out
and accumulate. Life was ordained to be egalitarian, since resources were
plentiful in relation to the demands of a very small populatiqn, with a
near balance of births and deaths, tl that is, a population growth rate of
0.4 per cent during 1750-1850 in Africa. 10/ The concepts of competition,
bargain, production for market and monetary economy were irrelevant
so also was Darwin's theory of the survival of the fittest. Similarly, the
entire basis of economics, which rests on such postulates as (i) scarcity of
resources including land with all its implications and (ii) insatiability of
demand, had to wait for an empirical basis to claim for itsetf any serious
attention.

With time, means of livelihood became diversified, first to shifting
cultivation (to allow for a natural recovery of produdivity) and then to
settled cultivation, and in the process, providing the genesis of the
concept of land ownership of various sorts, but undermining the age-old
regard for egalitarianism and resped for harmony with the environment.
Setween 1850-1950, the population growth rate rose to 0.6 per cent in
the continent marking the beginning of a process of destabilisation of
balance between population and the environment and disequilibrium
between supply and demand. 111 Gospels of a fre~ market economy, with
its charaderistic requirements of savings, investment and admiration for
and advocacy of competition and entrepreneurship, started spreading its
roots. The ease of equity or of access to resources in the process gradually
become real issues instead of remaining hypothetical.

Side by side, cracks started developing in the "bush", culture of
reciprocity, harmony, social security and limited wants. The "bush" itself
was reduced in spread, yielding to cleared lands and enclosures with
scattered shelters. A colledion of them became an extended family, and
several such families formed clans and/or tribes. Pyramidal hierarchies
were established, with vested interest and influence over certain areas
headed by chiefs, either by birth or on merit. -:'They, with the passage of
time, assumed the role of native rulers, with prerogative to allocate land
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for cultivation and collect tributes; in lieu of ensuring honour and safety
of life and property. Homogeneity in life or communism, in its pristine
form, was lost or, at least, eroded in favour of differentiation and
conflictual int.rest. Seeds of indigenous elitism, if not colonisation, were
thus sown.

With the passage of time, Africa got externally colonized and
balkanized into various spheres of control and exploitation. Seats of
government were established in or around capitals of present-day mem
ber States. SociCHtconomic infrastructures were built in or in close
proximity to these seats of powerfor the comfort and convenience of the
colonial powers and their local collaborators. These also facilitated an
extractive and exploitative economic relation between the centres and
the peripheries within the colonies and b.tween the colonies and the
imperial powers. A dichotomy emerged between the so-called tradition
al, labour-intensive, low productive rural sector and the modern, capital
intensive high productive urban s.ctor.

Drainage of the vitality of the rural sector took various forms, such as:

(i) agriculture was 'bled' to f.ed the cities;

eii) terms of trade between agriculture and/or rural products
and nOlWlgricultural products were kept consistently
unfavourable to the farmers by design;

(iii) agriculture was oriented to produce export crops 
earnings from which dwindled and were 'sabotaged' by
'substitutes' developed by countries of the North and by
an enforced adverse terms of trade in the international
markets;

(iv) desertion of population in the prime productivity
aga-bracket with entrepreneurial flair and capital flight
from rural to urban sectors were analogous to the brain
drain and informal transfer of capital from impoverished
Africa to the affluent North; and

(v) as if to aggravate the adverse impact of (i)-(iv) above,
there was a dramatic increase in the rate of population
growth to 3 per cent during 1950-1990, most of which
was, in absolute number, in the rural areas. 12/ The rate
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of population growth in the eighties was estimated to be
3 per cent, and with no realistic possibility of reduction
in the current decade,

The era of the post-sixties saw a continuation of trends and policiesof
the pr.-sixties, the most telling evidence of which were:

(i) famine in the 1980s in a continent which has the potential
to feed a population three times bigger than its own. 111

(ii) deterioration of rural Africa by whatever indicators
economic or social;

(iii) stagnation of the continent as a whole, its heavy debt
burden, indignity of having to plead and implore for debt
write-off in the international fora ,~ , a dependency
syndrome; and

(iv) a continued fall in output, in per capita terms, even
during 1986-1990, despite the adoption of the United
Nations Programme of Actionfor EconomicRecoveryand
Development (1986-1990). 151

What then are the explanatory variables of the deterioration of the
rural sector and the breakdown of its population by conflictual interest
groups?

In the early stage of habitation on the continent, which is regarded as
the cradl. of civilization, the inhabitants had enough - rather more than
enough - to meet their basic survival needs. They were not exposed to
'comparators' or 'demonstration .tIect' or 'mass consumption' Of the
twentieth century even before going through the logical stages involved
in the process. 111 Legal and economic concepts like individual private
ownenhip, right to property, commercialised agricultur., monetized
market economy, with competition as the regulator in the optimal aUoca
tion of factors of production, were irrelevant and unheard of.

So also the present day dichotomy between rural and urban secton.
There was ne sueh thing as the·modem-day urban sector, with all its
connotations and its built-infacilityand abili~ to ·suck away· talents and
resources from the source of origin. Similarly, the rural sector was not.
saddled with an ·unlimited supply of labour-. Having absorbed as much
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.s possible, due to the family orientation of African agriculture to the
point when the marginal produdivity of labour fen and eventually
reached zero, it had to "push away" the unemployed - open and/or
disguised - to the informal sedor in the urban areas. Included amongst
those who were pushed away, were a substantial number of unskilled
people in the prim...ge bracket. Thus, talents, muscles and resources
deserted the rural sedor.

The population of Africa lived in harmony between themselves and
the environment, let us say, until the eighteenth century. Neither
desperate poverty nor relative disparity and unbridled greed for making
money were the compelling fadon to be indifferent to conservation of
land, water, plant and animal genetic resources. The lifestyle was so basic
and organized that it was compatible with the management of the natural
resource base and a continued satisfaction of hum~n needs for present
and future generations rather than for greed. Thus, environment was
neither pillaged nor threatened and degraded. But, as needs became
"unlimited" and "insatiable" with the passage of time and exposure to the
glitter of mass consumption, the rural enviro.nment became degraded;
thus compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs without further violating the principles of the ecology. The trend
was accepted as "normal", as the population began to increase at a higher
rate. Accessto most-fertile land for cultivation or with hunting potential
became limited. The notions of 'scarcity of resources' and the person/land
ratio began to emerge.

The principles of reciprocity and of self-governance were the order of
the day. AfriCan governments had the autonomy to make its own
decision regarding, int.....Ua, production, which was mostly for current
consumption~ The notion of or needfor reserve, savings and capital 
formation was not that acutely felt, as was in later stages.

The erosion of the first principle gradually started with the introduc
tion of a barter system, followed by cash/credit transactions. Money
became, int.r aUa the store of valul and a medium of exchange. Produc
tion for market replaced consumption in situ. Economic contacts, thus,
became impersonal and subject to remote control manipulated by the
op.rators in market places, business c.ntr.s and citi.s within ant;i outside
national boundaries. The linkage b,tween production and consumption
became circuitous. Similarly, the cohesion, fac.to-face dialogue and
dired accountability implied in the s~ond principle took back seat to
national authority -legitimate or otherwise -with the seat of government
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far from the rural areas. A vertical form of mani"'gement, that is, governw

ments were established as the hunters moved from hunting to settled
cultivation via shifting cultivation. In that process, the inhabitants found
themselves incorporated into a control system, first presided over by the
chiefs, end subsequently by nation States, business interests -local andjor
multinational. Access to resources was no longer a matter of genuine
n••d but of unmitigated greed, status symbol and unrelieved speculation,
dressed and covered in the respectabla and fashionable garb called
entrepreneurship, risk and return.

Chiefdoms gradually expanded in geographical spread in and around
its headquarters, barter trade or an exchange economy evolved. by
implication, encouraging division of labour or specialisation. Peasants
further lost their autonomy. Their production decisions were no longer
wholly their own but dictated by the market. The process was completed
when several chiefdoms were merged, through invasion and conquest to
form nation States. with capitals, business centres and industrial belts and
socio-economic infrastructure to serve them. These had to be paid for in
order to b. built. The paym.nt was extr2llded from the peasant via
adv.rse terms of trade, taxation and a shift to export crops. Commerce
and industry and~ agriculture were regarded as the engines of
growth, prosperity and national glory. The urban bias was thus con
sid.red legitimate and in long-term national interest.

Agriculture, the mainstay of the rural sector, and especially its cereal
sub-sedor, was overlooked, if not ignored. First, because thecotonial
masters were interested in ensuring cheap raw materials for the in
dustries back home, and second, the post-independence governments'
stability, continuity and supposed prestigejcreditability abroad were
assumed, until recently, to depend on a thriving commerce, export
oriented industries and tranquil urban dwellers.

The contribution of agriculture to industrialisation can be separated
into four categories. Firstly,the agrarian sedor provides food to sustain
the urban population, to earn foreign exchange, as well as to Serve as
wage goods. Secondly, agriculture is a source of labour for the industrial
sector. H.... Arthur Lewis' model can be applied; he believed the greater
marginal productivity of labour in industry would induce migration from
villages to towns, where the individual would be provid.d with a better
wage. Thirdly, agriculture is viewed as a source of savings, which the
industrial sector uses to finance its growth. Fourthly, the industrial sector
draws upon sources of raw materials within the agrarian strudure.,
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If only the leadership of the continent had the foresight and patience
to deliberately remain -agricultural-, built it up as Denmark did, and
allowed the surplus from the'rural sedor to be invested within itself to
payfor its modernisation and infrastrudure build-up, selertive diversifica
tion of farm products, commercialisation and further productivity gains
and gradual substitution of labour by capital, none of the traditional roles
of agriculture by themselves would have, theoretically speaking,
weakened the economic base of rural Africa leading to its overall
deterioration. A stage would have been reached where the surplus from
the rural sedor would have as a matter of course "crossed the boundary",
so to say, to reach out to the potentials of the urban sector in search of
a higher return in business and industry.

Similarly, with a limited or nominal gap in the facilities and attractions
between the JUral and urban sectors, the exodus from the rural sector
would have been orderly and in response to an effective demand for
labour and with cool and calculated anticipation of the comparative
benefits from investment. Ther. would not have been the spread of
squalid slums that one notices in Africa and other developing regions
today due to desperate migration of population from the rural to the
urban sector.

The national governments would also find an income base to finance
lumpy publicoo$ector investments without having to -bleed" agriculture
and unwittingly contribute to rural deterioration, with the ensuing long
term counter-productive impact on the national economy and its (social
responsibility). In fact, it can be reasonably argued that if the member
States, once they became sovereign, showed courage to selectively
de-link themselves from their former colonial rulers and had the vision to
reverse the anti-agriculture and anti-rural bias of the colo"ial days, Africa
might not have had to suffer famine, economic stagnation and the
indignity of a sad dependence on foreign aid, food aid and goodwill.
Instead, Africa might have had a vibrant rural sector and a seH-reliant
national economy, with agriculture as the economic base, although
imported items of both mass and conspicuous consumption, which is
usually associated with an "open economy" of the twenti.th century,
would not have been available .. just as they were not availabl. in the
Post-Meiji era of Japan and in China until it built up agriculture and the
rural sector,

The symptoms of the "agrarian crisis- and rural deterioration from the
-.nly seventies were mul~iform in Africa. Some of them were:
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(i) m8rginalisation of the r,uralsector with the emergence of

• Jl~.~ t ·i
nation States; -.

(ii) increase in the disadvantaged segments of the
population, such as those below the poverty line;

continued trend towards inequitable access to resources
by those who produce most of the food;

increased out-migration of people from the rural sector
in search of food and employment;

continued differential high fertility and mortality rates in
the rural s@ctor;

deterioration of rural socio-economic infrastructure in the
absence of maintenance; and

internal food deficit leading to commercial imports and
food aid;

growing inability of the Government to balance its
budget, a resort to indired taxation in the form of
unfavour8ble terms of trade, dependence on external
grace and foreign aid and so on. The peasantry were
squeezed to finance industrialisation and pay for civil
servants and military establishments.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

I (vi)

•
(vii)

(viii)

The propensity to bleed agriculture and the rural sector prematurely
in quest of industrialisation is not unique to Africa. Historically, it is true
of England, as well. Perhaps it is true of the former U.S.S.R. in its post-1917
period. The crisis it faces today and its breakup into several independent
States is, at least, partly attributable to:

(i) loss of autonomy in decision-making and in private and
dirert access to resources;

(ii) squeeze of ·surplus" produce from the peasants to
finance thQ aspiration of the then-centralized USSR's to
be industrialized, in competition with the affluent North,
,b.,d of tim•. tbat is, before transformation and
development of the rural sedor and its economic base;
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(iii) failure or reluctance of the farmers to achieve the
centrally planned targets for the agricultural sedor and
'surrender' a pre-determined share to finance
industrialisation and the military and

(iv) chronic shortage of the basic n~cessities of life; including
food.

History repeats itsatf, despite the obvious lessons to be learnt. Is it
then, in the nature of things, that the same had to be the fate of Africa:
further deterioration of its rural sector despite all the rhetoric to the
contrary.

Africa today faces the dilemma of reconciling the modern urban
economy and conspicuous mass consumption-based culture found in its
cities with the impoverished and marginalised rural areas" which are
facing increasing constraints on land availability and per capita produc
tivity. It may be too late to advocate a return to the ecologically-sound
and idealised lifestyles of the inhabitants of a few hundred years ago.
Nevertheless. it may now be the time to draw an important lesson from
their experiences. The lesson is simply that the emphasis must again be
placed by the decision-makers on r.-empowering the marginalised
people. almost certainly through political enfranchisement. developme,nt
of the rural areas and the wettar. of its inhabitants. without degradation
of the environment. Only this approach can ensure the long.term
development and viability of the economy of the region and specifically
on its food-production capabilities. Experience in Africa shows that there
is no shortcut to modernisation which bypasses the transformation of the
rural sector, and that there is a logical process, which inevitably ne.ds to
be followed. just as it was done in Europe. North America and JaJ!an.
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ROLE OF AFRICAN LEADERSHIP IN ITS
RURAL STRUCTURAL

l
TRANS.FORMATION

AND DEVELOPMENT *

INTRODUCTION

Vision· The vision, in fact, the very rationale of the continent's
prolonged struggle and sacrifice to regain its political independence was
to develop it, with accountability, equity and primarily with its vast
untapped resources in accordance with its own heritage, culture and
value system. The dream, which propelled and provided the driving force
for the people of Africa to voluntarily and enthusiastically sacrifice their
car.er, property, security, honour and even life was the legitimate expec
tation that once the continent is emancipated, its people will b. sovereign
and lead a life of dignity and lb..I.md prosperity. They will again have
institutionalised and equitable right to explore their own resources and
potential talents, have freedom from (basic) wants, to start with, and
gradually graduate to widen and diversify their choicesloptions in life,
which are synonymous with human centred development. Hence, no
sacrifice was too great, as the on-going heroic struggle in South Africa
shows. R..mergence of Africa as politically sovereign continent in the
sixties was blood-bathed.

The Gold.n Sixties; The sixties was a decade of great expectations and
optimism. It was a gold.n era of African solidarity, public sector institu
tional development, Africanisation of its administration and resources,
and of self·reliance in meeting the most basic of basic requirements, viz.,
hunger.

*The opinions, figures and estimates set forth in this paper are the
responsibilities of the d. "dp editor of this Journal and should not
necessarily be considered as r.Jeding the views or carrying the endorse
ment of UNECA.

1 Theword -leadership· in this paper isused in its most comprehensive sense and
means and includes the intellectuals, academicians, politicians, elites of the
business and industry, senior civilservants - nationaland international, owners
and management of the mass media, writers, journalists, pioneers and managers
of the indigenous NGO movement, besides others, who influence, formulate and
implementnationalpolicies of the member-States of the continent.
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Africa was in fact a n.t .xport.r of food worth $8.000 million in this
decade. 171 Its leadership was by and large authentic and sympathetic to
the hopes and aspirations of their people; which were raised during the
struggle for political independence.

Th, Sad Reality of th. Seventies; It is not enough to have a vision. It
has to b. translated into a mission and operationalised to be sustained
over time. Africa badly failed its own people. There is wen documented
evidence to this effect as the technical publications. working paper and
reports of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) and ECA-sponsored various international conferences. esp.
cially of the eighties, besides others. will establish. 181 Hence. there is no 1

need for our present purpose to quote or .Iaborat. it. In short. the
seventies witn.ss.d .m.rging .conomic crisis, stagnation, uncertainty,
net commercial food import of -$1,093.6 million 19/ and trend towards
urban bias in development. Thes. were the price paid for bias against 77
percent of its own PEOPLE. who live and die in its increasingly deteriorat
ing rural areas. 20/ besides sixty "successful" and eighty "unsueeessful"
coups against them as of 1985 and rob them of their inalienable sovereign
right to govern themselves in a constitutional framework. This trend
towards erosion of people·s power in decision-making process. of ac
countability of the lead.rship in most member States of Africa aggravated
the continent's socio-economic crisis by undermining confidence in them
and their creditability, if not viability at home and abroad.

The most f~voured approach to halt the down hill slide of the con..
tinent, which is and continues to be rural. were the externally prepared.
implemented and even funded integrated rural development (IRO)
projects. In retrosp.ct, however well-meaning and technically wen
designed. these were. neither vertically nor horizontally integrated. In
fact. they were costly insolated projects, durable as long as foreign
grants/loans last rather than a targeted programmes on a continuing
basis to develop the rural sector. Moreover, the technology. these
projects used were mostly imported and too sophisticated. Hence.
beyond the comprehension of the national collaborators - euphametically
called partners in development - and the capacity of the African countries
to maintain and upgrade them with their own resources. To cap it all.
most of these projects were export-product oriented. The rural people
simply were curious on-lookers/ observers. Th. net result is. as several
evaluation studies. including that of ECA 21/ and of World Bank. 21/ show
most of these IRD projects miserably failed in having any long term impact
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(although they did have some effect during their duration). The net
result, therefore, was added debt burden of the continent.

The Needless Tragedy of the Eightjes: The memories of the eighties is
too recent, fresh and widely documented. It was an era of economic crisis,
emergency, increasing dependence on external grace even to feed itself,
net commercial food import of -$60 billion, 23/literally starvation death,
loss of the earlier gains in social services especially in rural areas, institu
tional decay, further deterioration of the rural sector, threshold of collapse
and almost unseemly, undignified and helpless dependence on external
aid, irrespective of its source and conditionalities.

The conditionalities are well known by now. Their adverse impact is
most severely felt by the vulnerable segment of the population, most of
whom, to repeat, live in rural Africa. The Governments, desperately in
need to balance their books, maintain their creditability with Bretton
Woods institutions and be bailed out, had to implement their prescribed
and,imposed Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP). The subsidy for
farm inputs was withdrawn along with the needed budget cuts, (instead
of making it targeted and selective) making the already impoverished
rural population even more hard to even barely survive. 24/ The budgetary
allocations for education, medical facilities and other public services were
drastically reduced. But, the burden of reduction in the form of down
graded and/or discontinued services had to be suffered again by the rural
poor, the adverse impact of which is now getting reflectQd in various
socio-economic indicators, particularly in literacy rate. 25/

In brief two paragraphs above the main features of the tragQdy have
beQn outlined. In a way it is a telling reflection of the insensitivity and
erosion of human values on the part of those of us, who are structurally
insolated and insulated from the institutional framework in the existing
Third World Order; which is far from civil and from the inhuman impact
of the SAP. 26/ How infrequently and inadequately the leadership pauses,
reflects and appreciates the crime the leadership and their collaborators
commit against helpless humanity of the continent, on a daily basis and
as a matter of routine. To take just one example, one thousand children
perish away unnoticed daily in Africa. 21/ Their crime for the "death
sentence" is their parents' abject poverty and illiteracy. Their parents are
condemned as irresponsible for going through the process of having these
buds with fond expectation that to-day's buds will blossom into to
morrow's flowers and provide them old age security. They are suitably
lectured at and then forgotten. The leadership hardly tries to be objective
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and humane and put ourselves in their shoes and try to realise the depth
of their agony, deprivation and .se of helplessness and attempt to
restor., as a matter of duty, their entitlement to fundamental values of
life. And yet they like to project the images of being honourable.
concerned and innocent of arty blood in our hands or behind our net
assets or the conspicuous lifestyle we indulge in.

Mission/choll.ng.: Hence. any setf-respecting and responsible per
son/institution/ government has only two stark options in the nineties
and beyond. They are. without any elaboration and hedging by 'ifs' and
'buts,' the following:

(i) Would Africa let the historical scenario to perpetuate.
decay and collapse and continue to betray its own
PEOPLE and those. who made the supreme sacrifice
during the political ind.pendence movement 50 that the
continent can be sovereign and prosperous7 or

(ii) will it opt for pragmatic and honourable but uphill task
of revival. rejuv.nation and setf-reliant development, i.•.•
for the normative scenario of development, as spelled out
in ttECA and Africa's Development, 1983·2008: A
Preliminary Perspective Study, 1983" 21' and its revised
version of 1988 and AAF-SAP, 1989, besides others.

There is no scope for equivocation. Option (i) is clearly unacceptable
and unethical. if not unrealistic as well, given the Africa's experie.nce with
either ideologically oriented and/or externally modelled and funded
growth path and. recent negative trend in .D.tl flow of resources from
abroad, increasingly adverse terms of trade and real risk of substltu
tion/redundancyof most of Africa's traditional export commodities due
to advance in science and {bio)technology in the North.

Let us recognize again, rhetorics apart, pafriotismand loyalty to flag
etc. cannot be sustained long simply by appealing to emotion and/or
instinctive feeling of the people. There has to be substance, let us say,
bread, shelter, education, safe drinking water, accountability, i.e., a stake
~ in the citizenship, nationhoo~ and constitutional process. Oc
casional declarations of intent for ·PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST" 291 in various
fora are no long.r worth the cost of the stationery in which they are
published and circulated.
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Hence, the continent has only the second optio~ to exercise. The
leadership has clearly a critical role to play in this exercise. The implication
of the exercise, in human terms. is to-day far more serious than it would
have been in the sixties. For~ population of Africa at the dawn of
independence was 281.million. 10/ In the seventies it increased to 363
million. 111 The increase continued unabated in the eighties and the
number rose to 481 million. UJ The current decade began with a further
increased population of 648 million. UJ It will reach 1.5 biUion by year
2010, Le., in next twenty years. 'UI This is a five fold increase over the base
period. Hence, the fate of over one billion people depends on the quality
and authenticity of the leadership of the continent it exercises in partner
ship with others within and outside Africa. The fate could be better or
worse depending on how informed, far-sighted, candid, bold and com
mitted and yet tactful and mindful of the global environment. its leader
ship at all tevels and in all walks of life is for sustained development of
rural Africa, where most live from cradle to grave.

THE AGGRAVATED PROBLEM

The continent tCHIay witnesses a sad paradox· and suffers incredible
but needless indignity. Its every second citizen is below the absolute
poverty line, side by side with the kos Angeles' Simi Valleys of Africa. lSI
It cannot prima facie feed itself without the indignity of food aid.
16/Hunger and malnutrition are routine ordeal for them. It can no longer
honestly claimto have the substance of sovereignty to dictate its priorities
and resource utilisation. It is heavily indebted. The Gink04fficient of
internal income distribution over the sixties is on the increase. 17/ The
paradox. in short, h.r. is a giant continent of vast untapped potential
and yet least developed 4nd sett reliant globally -judged by whateve,
socio-economic indicators, one decides to assess it.•/

THE OBJECTIVE

What then the African 'eadership's role should be to facilitate Africa~s

recovery and self-reliant development? There are ever growing treatises
on this point, including ECA's terms of reference and ECA.Jponsor.d LPA,
HI AAF-SAP, African Charter for ·Popular Participation, 1990 .nd FAO's·
WCARRD, 1979 besides numerous other sectoral diagnosis and prescrip
tion. '4/ In a way these .only relied the obvious course/path to follow.
History of development Cas against growth J1Il.U) of Japan, South Korea,
J'aiwan ·V and People's Republicof China, besides Mauritius within Africa,



provide inconvertible empirical evidence that the pragmatic engine of
development has been improved produdivity of Agricultur. and the
quality of life of the Rural Sector and HQI their neglad or exploitation,
as has bean the casa in Africa sinc. early seventie•.

If this evidance is acceptad than the historic rol. OfAfrican leadership
is to have an enlightened, long term vision to facilitate Africa's graduation
from its present marginalized and degraded status of virtually an inter
national basket casa to a vibrant. self-reliant developed continent. in
which all its citizens, irrespadive of nationality, language, _ethnicity,
religion and occupation will have a stake and pride. This means deyelop
m.nt of the p.ople. by tb. people and for th. people. It is truly ·Putting
the P.ople·Fi~t".This,by definition, demands having an agenda or adion
programme, deyeloped by consensus. which will reflect people's felt
needS: interests and aspirations, but in harmony with ecology and with
the inte~-generationalinterests. Only by assigning first priority to their'
socio-economic aspirations and removing the prevailing invisible chain of
bondage of various sorts, especially economic around their necks/hands,
can Africa aspire to b. truly democratic and have a c-ontinuing and
self-reinforcing process of human centred development with sus
tainability. Let us remind ourselves democracy and mass poverty are
mutually exclusive. So, the sustainability of current wave in favour of
multi-party democracy in the cities and capitals and amongst a section of
elites ne.ds to be viewed with considerably guarded optimism.

It bears repetition to state again over two-thirds (1990) of the Africa's
population ar"in rural areas; althoUgh currently categorized as "excluded
sil.nt majorjtyw. The ~ey to Africa's tong march to development is in their
hands. They have to be squarely put behind the steering wheel of
dev.lopment. G/ They art occupi.d in agriculture and amed inco")e
g.nerating activities in the rural s.ctor. Their enthusiasm will have to be
r-.gen.rated and produdion potential realised. It is this rural $ector,
which gen.rate_most of the employm.nt, income (even if not necessarily
monetized) and will eventually provide the surplus for capital formation.
External aid can supplement but not substitute jnternal mobilisation of
r.sourc.s. It is iust not tb. solution!

An objedive study of the history of economic growth of the affluent
North. Japan, Taiwan and China, especially the last ene, with nearly
double the total population of Africa will show, they r.ached th. stag.,
wh.r. they art now, almost exclusiv.ly with their respective r.sources,
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!"lith minimal or marginal external assistance. This clearly meant, imJ.r
A1iAa..

(i) following a logical sequence in the process of economic
growth, i.e., building blocs by blocs with .QWD sweat and
brow rather than IIjump-startll with borrowed steam,

(ii) optimal utilisation of indigenous factor-endowments,
including human resources;

(iii) a heavy premium on deferred satisfaction throug~

derived rather than direct. immediate. personal
satisfaction. inter·generation progression: one
generation excelling the proceeding one in terms of.
knowledge base, technological know-how, institution
building and/or re.orienting and financial capital
formation;

(iv) a societal norm (rather than state dictated and enforced
obligation) in favour of a widely favoured and shared
current consumption pattern/life style, which is
consistent with the existing production capacity of a
country/ subregion/region; .

(v) respect for the principles of solidarity, reciprocity and for
work ethics; and

(vi) adherence to the obligations of either shined austerity or
i.bI.md prosperity, depending on how the economy
performs. (Words like '-foreign ald", -grants· ·expertise"
etc. and, therefore, IIdependency syndrome· were
possibly least used words in their development literature
up to a point in history.)

Hence, our rural population to-day has to be given back the feeling
that its development is in its hands and their responsibility. The leader·
ship sh~uld not view the African economic and social development in
terms of reducing the gap between the North and the South. It should
rather see it in terms of d.marginalising the excluded majority, reducing
the gap betwee,. the 85 per cent of the population living in the rural sector
and the slums of the cities and the 15 per cent living in the Simi Valleys
of urban areas.
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This should sound like a truism. But. it nMds to be repeated in view
of the bitte, harvest Africa r.ap.d by nlgllding most of its plopl. and
agriculturl 01 which is so painfully self.vident to-day. It is in this
r.-diredion of priority and resource allocation, the African leadership
to-day has a vital role to play. The role will have to belbaud at all levels
irrespective of caste, creed, .thnicity, religion sp.ciality occupation,lev.1
of literacy and income bracket. It has to be truly a coommitted and
compet.nt leadership, based on consensus and accountability.

• Assuming that the leadership will have a shared vision across the
board, to facilitate produdivity gains of agriculturl and comparability, if
not parity, in the quality of life of between the rural and urban sedor,
then it follows all other sedoral activities will be geared to compliment
(and nm compete) and support the r.quirements of a more produdive
agriculture and of rural structural transformation. It is r.levant to sta.tl
h.r. another truism. Th.re has to be a solid foundation· the required
load b••ring capacity· to build. durabl. and r.liable sup.rstructure or
sky high building. Or lise, it will coUapse as the experience of Africa so
convincingly and tragically shows. The same analogy applie;s to the cas•
•for agriculture and rural development.

SOME ELEMENTS OF TIlE PROPOSED STRATEGY

Given this shared vision in the leadership, some elements of the
proposed strategy for African aGricultural development and rural trans
formation are bri.tly spened out below:

(1) Selkeli,"c.; The principle of self....eliance, in its bare
bones, briefly implies and r.quires; b.sides others:

(i) either following the simple maxim of settling for cutting
a coat accoRting to the net availability of the cloth;

(ii) br first establish the size of the jacket by consensus and
then set about coUectively in acquiring the required
amount of cloth.

Thefirst isclearly a prescription for the perpetuation of the status QUo,
the more sophisticated jargon for which is historical' scenario. (t only
require. the leadership to settle down for an unwarrantedly low lev.l of
productiVity, just about enough to meet the basic needs of°the increasing



population, plus enough efforts/savings for repair and maintenance.
Hand-hoe, for example, symbolises the first option.

This is clearly an unacceptable option if "development" means "th.
process of enlarging the rang. of people's choices .. increasing th.ir
opportuniti.s for .ducation, health car., income and .mployment and
cov.ring the full range of human choices from a sound physical environ
ment to .conomic and political freedoms. II "' The word "process· here is
significant.

If (i) above is unacceptable, the only oth.r option clearly i, (ii) above.
Th. oth.r name for it in development lit.ratur. is normative scenario; in
which there is a logical process built in. Atypical example of the process
is Rostow's famous five stages of dev.lopment, viz., <a) traditional
society, (b) the pre-conditions for take-off, (c) the take-off, (d) maturity
and ee) high mass-cot:\sumption.•5/

Most of Africais still in the initial phase. Such a phase may be regarded
in a way as a handicap or of under~evelopment. But, it is also a phase
to reflect together, decide the priorities within the f;amework of a
Perspedive Plan and the strat.gy to finance the developm.nt program
mes/projects. African leadership had its bitter experience of the sad
cons.qu.nc.s of indulging in conspicuous consumption and at the same
tim. financing its dev.lopment plans with for.ign aid. There is nothing
more convincing than first hand experi.nc.. African lead.rship has it
now, although at a heavy cost of its dignity and crippling debt burden.

Experience suggests, in fad, dictates reversal of the 'dependency
syndrome' infavour of s.If.,.lianc. and or gr.d~al process of progression,
starting with modernisation of its leading secto ....gricultur. and rural
strurtural transformation and d.velopment. The adoption of the policy
of "s.If..,.lianc.- at this stage would m.an bold r.jection of a lot of,
existing conventional wisdom about economic growth, institution and
lif. style, a h.avy discount on .xisting the built';n propensityfor consump
tion by the lead.rship beyond the indigenous productive capacity, a
selectiv. return to the roo~ and a conscious att.mpt for savings, capital
formation and inv.stment in the futu.... Besid.s the practical wisdom and
dignity inh.r.nt in ·s.If-r.lianee-, the African ludership has no other
pradical option, if its sover.ignty is not be .roded any furth.r or bartered
away. Giv.n the exp.rience with net resouw:s. flow sinc. mid-eightie. in
Africa, a policy of ••tf.....lianc. is tadical as w.lI.
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Once the policy decision is taken in favour of self-reliance, the whole ~~

structure of fiscal and monetary policies, trade, tariffs, subsidies, produc
tion and consumption will have to be reconsidered and geared to self
reliant development, even if it means constructive destruction of the
existing super structure in which the leadership has a variety of vested
interests, shared austerity, life at the very basic level of existence and
starting all over again on the long and arduous path of human centred
development in a "closed economy" (so to say).

(2) Leadership by example: Some clarifications of the
sub-title is first in order. Records show since the sixties
African PEOPLE had enough of "learned" leadership of
words but hardly enjoyed the benefits of the requisite
follow~p actions, if at all. In fact, one of the sons of the
soil, in leadership position to-day, in a ,self-critical note
maintains intlr alia, that "... ECA and OAU have
dev.lop.d the "resolution syndrom." and that togeth.r
the twin institutions produce more than 70 resolutions,
declarations, m.moranda and action programm.s .ach
y.ar. Thus, over a t.n year p.riod. Africa adds another
700 r.solutions to its archives. If the subr.gional
institutions are tak.n into account the number cO,uld be
flabb.rgasting.... «'1

The gap betw..n words and actions, infad, provoked a bitter editorial
entitled: "Enough of Words" in one of the issues of this journal. Its
concluding paragraph reads, ;nt., al;a, •...The on-going Upheaval" in
Africa provides empirical .vid.nce in support of the case for int.rnal
conwlsion leading to constructiv. d.molition or drastic change in the
.xisting power strudur. and base.... Africa is on the march forward on
the political front as w.II.... P.ople are going to .mpow.r themselv.s
and make th.ir countries truly sovereign sine. Africa has firmly and
irr.vocably opted for developm.nt from b.low, based on, to start with
basic n.eds approach through a r-.it.rativ. process of dialogu. and
cons.nsus. It is now time for action and not words: .7/ Moreov.r,
"Action speaks loud.r than words· and ·Practic. is more'convincing than
precepts" are standard time t.sted wisdom in lif. - b. it at personal,
family, clan/trib., village, sub-distrid, district, subregion, region or int.r
nationalleveL So, what are the pradical implications of the principl. of
s.H-r.lianc. for African I.ad.rship in the day to day life?
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A comprehensive treatment of this query could itself be the topic of a
full fledged paper. Hence, we shall be selective and deal with only few
elements. The treatment would be admittedly unconventional and likely
to raise a lot of eye brows and may even be rejected outright as
-impractical-. So. let us first refer back to the opening paragraph of the
paper. It deals with the vision the PEOPLE of Africa had when they
sacrificed their life, property and honour during the blood bathed struggle
for independence. L~t us remember them and their sacrifice again; with
gratitude. The African leadership owes their present position of
eminence, affluence and power to the people of the continent and to no
body else.

And yet every second African lives below the absolute poverty line.
They go to bed hungry. "Poverty Eats My Blanket" is a telling title of a
book on them. "Politicsof starvation- isthe title of another widely quoted
work. "Hunger in Africa" is yet another study under preparation by the
Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division of the Economic Commission for
Africa. Africa. instead of graduating to the proud and dignified status of
bread basket over the last three decades, has degenerated to an interna
tional basket case. Nothing could be more damaging indictment than this
sad reality against th~ failure of African leadership by acts of commission
or omission.

It is high time either to redeem its failure or abdic:ate the leadership.
The leadership to translate a vision into an enchanting reality needs,
above all and amongst other qualities, bold missionary zeal. One needs
to dare to be different and fr•• oneseff from the enslavement of the
conventional thought precess, behaviourial pattern and insensitive and
insu~ated life style of greed. personal aggrandiz.ment and conspicuous
consumption.

Let us underscore the need for bold new leadership, dedicated to
eradication of hunger and to shared prosperity of the continent. The
usual leadership, as seen in the affluent North, will not deliver the goods
in impoverished Africa. For, there is a sharp qualitative difference b.
tween the two. There is en~ugh 'fat' in the North for theleadermip of
the usual or prevalent type, to b. tolerated, if not thrive. Hardly anyone's
bread or life is at stake there because of the leadership. In Africa to-day,
the -business as usual" type·leadership costs daily several lives. There is
no 'fat' to serve as a cushion. It is mostly skele!on or bare bones. Litefor
most of the people is a daily struggle for clinical survival. Hence, per-
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petuation of crime against humanity in Africa by its leadership cannot be
tolerated any more.

This means, givtn the current indigenous productive capacity of the
continent and the rate of population incr.ase, the only humane option
for the leadership is shar.d ayst.rjty if the principle of s.1f reliant
human-<ent...d developm.nt is to carry any conviction with the ov'r:
whelming majority of th. continent's population. Th. inspiration for
sh....d aust.rity can bt drawn from Africa's glorious tradition of
solidarity, reciprocity and extended family system. The greatest rc;>ad
block to it is the mind s.t and thought process of the leadership. It is
imita1iv. of the affluent but mat.rialistic North. Imitation is imitation. It
is blind. It cannot, by definition, be sel.ctiv. and consistent with the
heritage of Africa. The leadership of the continent will, th.refore, first
liberate its mind, relate to its roots and ·derive the logic of its thought
process from ther•. For, thought pr.cedes action. (An enslaved_ mind
cannot simply providt the leadtrship of the required retevance and
impact). Th. mind set has to be fr., and African again and not anti
African in disguise or action.

Assuming this crucial condition is realised, the rest of the seenarle of
shared ayst.rjty automatically falls in place. Evena selective and limited
tlaboration of it would warrant pl.as for the following, b.sidts oth.rs,
viz.,

(i) a conscious att.mpt to dismantle the so caU.d dichotomy
b.twetn the Los Angtl,s' Simi Valleys and the slums
within the urban s.ctor and between the rural and urban
sector by deliberate appropriatt policy interventions by
the leadership in order to establish certain amount of
comparability, if not parity across the member-States,
irr.spedive the location or its dominant occupation.
Such policy interventions would clearly mean a lot of
·inconveniences· to be ·suffered- by the leadtrship but
would reduce glaring disparity and societal tension and
... Ieas. resourc.s for savings, capital formation and
investment according to the priorities, decided upon by
dialogue;

(Ii) dismantling all non-productive establishments, like
defence forces, just as P.ru did and within Africa
Mauritius has almolt done, without any losl of
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(a) increased community water supply of fixed quantity per
househol.d by disconnecting individual house
connections; (the quantity is to be fixed accordin{' to the
size of the family but to be paid for according to capacity);

(iii)

sovereignty. In fact, both these countries rank way
above all other African countries in the successive UNDP's
Human Development Reports (1990,1991 and 1992). Let
us remember the single largest road block to human
centred development was this particular factor as the
experiences of Africa and of ex-USSR show; (the recent
disturbing moves by the Armed forces in Togo, Liberia,
Somalia, Nigeria, Congo, Sudan and Sierra Leone provide
further evidence of this risk).

recognizing the leadership would necessarily have to
make existing facilities available to the maximum
possjble number of the PEOPLE (whom they lead)
without making them wait another three decades, there
has to be drastic re-allocation of whatever is currently
available such as, for example, safe drinking water,
medical and education facilities, transport and so on.
This may inter alia. mean:

(b) complete ban on import of vehicles for private use (as
China imposed such a ban up to a point in time) and the
foreign exchange thus released to be utilised for
expansion of public transport. If this turns out to be "too
much of inconvenience" for the leadership, then the
Indian example in this regard should be strictly adhered
to. Il is indeed a crying shame to find jamboree of costly
imported cars whenever African leaders - especially the
political, military and senior civil servants and
academicians - gather together and repeat themselves,
almost like broken record, in issuing declarations of
intents, or passing resolutions, or adopting strategies or
worse still, making fresh pleas for writing off existing
external debt and asking for net additional foreign aid;

(c) similarly, there have to be more of rural health centres
with essential drugs, as prescribed by WHO and barefoot
doctors so that the universal declaration in favour of
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"Health For All" is translated into action programme by
diverting the existi,ng Government budgetary a~.ocations

for city-based hospitals and medical colleges;

(d) the spread of basic literacy and functional education must
have priority over city·bas.ed universities and
sophisticated research institutes or academic centres of
excellence. Africa at this stage needs more of
functionally educated PEOPLE than doctorates in, say,
anthropology or archaeology;

ee) the use of energy has to be more productivity oriented.
Hence, either domestic electrical connection should be
discontinued, or a penal rate imposed for such luxury and
limited to certain hours of the evening. Most people do
with kerosine light/lamp. So, the leadership could very
well manage the same way their energy requirements;

(f) the existing propensity to provide land and loan in the
cities almost at nominal cost to build sumptuous building
(for renting out) is directly unproductive allocation of
resources. 48/ This feeds into the habit for conspicuous
consumption. The practice has to be discontinued
forthwith;

(g) the food habits, dress, toilet items and V.C.R., television
etc. are of the African leadership clearly a drain on the
forei~ exchange earnings of the countries. All such
imports must be totally banned. The leadership should
be able to survive with what is indigenously produced if
over ninety per cent of the PEOPLE is expected to do so.
49/ This will encourage healthy change in the production
structure and ensure a greater degree of self-reliance
although the danger of perpetuation "infant industry
argument" and tariff walls are realised. Let us recognize
Africa was the cradle of civilization. Africa can again
arise. recover and develop on its own steam if the PEOPLE
are involved and get a fair deal.

One could go on stating other specifies. The substance of all these is
that:
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(i) there has to be reverse discrimination in favour of
PEOPLE;

(ii) the discrimination has to be so worked out as to
encourage internal resource mobilisation for investment;

(iii) the leadership has to go through a process of
de-alienation and de- (50 called) education to dare to
think bold and a fresh in the interest of self-reliant and
participatory development since "business as usual"
attitude would no longer do.

Some additional justification is in order in defence of the above noted
substance of the proposed Leadership by example. let it be reiterated
we are in the last decade of the current century and on the threshold of
the next one. What was acceptable as the cost of "national power" and
-glory" in the mercantile era of economic growth, for example, in England
is simply intolerable, unethical and unacceptable to the vast multitude of
the population in the world to-day. They cannot be made to wait any
more for the dim distant prosperous future in the plea of capital forma
tion.

The gap between the 'leadership' and the 'led' will have to be bridged
hare and now. The leadarshipcannot morally enjoy an affluent life of
western style and expect the 'led' to be resigned to the degraded status
of "second class citizen". This is simply out of question. The people of
Africa will simply not' go through the historical process the slaves in
America or the black community in racially segregated South Africa have
gone through to redeem their honour, dignity and fundamental human
rights. The gap between the microscopic 'leadership' and the multitude
of the 'led' will be tolerated only to the extent justifiable by work ethics
and performance, provided everyone has equitable opportunity in life to
flower.

The other important consideration is the vital distinction between the
"economic growth" RRJ.t and "development". The consensus to-day and
certainly the concern of this paper is that the former is the means and the
lattar the end Thera is thus a sharp difference between the approach or
value system of the mercantile era and that of to-day. In the past,
economic growth was regarded as the desirable end, even though it
d.epened the cleavage between the 'leadership' and the 'led'. TCHlay
development is the end with the ultimate objective of building up a more
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cohesive, harmonious (in contrast to conflictual) of which Canada, Nordic
countries, Costa Rica, Mauritius and (until recently) Sri Lanka are prime
examples at national level.

At micro level: the remarkable e~perience and experiment in this
direction by Grameen Bank is worth nOting. Imagine a scenario in which
learned professors, powerful Permanent Secretaries, and technocrats and
formally illiterate and divorced daughters of a destitute woman sit
together as equal members of the Board of Directors of a Bank. This
would look like a fantasy in case of a Commercial Bank or even of an
agricultural development bank of the usual type, oriented to lend only to
a credit worthy "borrowers against security". But, this is a beautiful
reality - development per excellence - with the Grameen Bank as its record
or annual reports will show. The point is: given equitable opportunity,
an enabling climate, even an illiterate and divorced daughter of a des
titute woman, in her own life time, can economically empower herself,
regain self-confidence, be equal member of the Board of Directors of a
Bank, and be accepted as such by other so called "eliten Directors, with
traditional credentials. This is development all about, which this paper is
advocating. Hence, there is absolutely no scope for conventional elite
leadership, with depressed and deprived second class following. The
'leadership' and the 'led' have to converge, graduate and work hand in
hand in creating an equitable and just continent in Africa to earn the moral
right to plead for a New International Order, mostly at the "sacrifice" of
the affluent North. After all, worthy example speaks louder than
precepts.

Technological Change: Agricultural research and extension need to be
given top priority to increase the productivity and income of the rural
poor. Both the integrated rural development projects of the 19705 and
the structural adjustment programmes of the 19805 overlooked the
fundamental importance of science and technology in the generation of
appropriate technology to suit the constraints faced especially by small
farmers of the continent. Off-the-shetf biotechnology consistent with the
nominal resources of small farmers and appropriate for rainfed agriculture
is still limited. A poor research and political (social) environment causes
a high turnover of African scientists. Low and unpredictable budget and
a lack of clearly defined research priorities cause heavy and rapid turnover
of expatriate technical assistance. The absence of a scientific environment
has been associated with an emphasis on buildings and equipment rather
than on management of the research systems. Broad-based access to
I'\urchased inputs is necessary to increase small farm productivity. Fer-
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tilizer and improved seeds are relatively the cheapest and most scale
neutral inputs to raise agricultural productivity. However, the access of
the poor to these inputs is limited by lack of access to credit due to their
high costs as well as the high risks to return under conditions of low and
variable rainfall.

.Lim.d..;. Access to land has determined the access to credit as well as to
opportunity cost of labour. It has been argued that the traditional land
tenure system in Africa, which confers rights of cultivation without the
right to ownership, is not a disincentive to increasing agricultural produc
tion. Although the total supply of land in Africa is not limiting, growing
populations at the rate of 3 per cent a year is increasing pressure on the
land. Inequitable access to land directly affects poverty. For most rural
areas, land (in addition to labour) may be the only productive asset to
generate income. There is an urgent need to address the land issue and
find ways of making land easily accessible to the rural poor to generate
broad-based income and employment. Among the issues that need to be
addressed are the effect of rapid population growth on land availability
and land degradation, including implications for protecting land rights
and for investment, e.g. small-scale irrigation, soil conservation, etc. to
improve its fertility.

.crt..d.it. There is no doubt that subsidized interest rates by govern
ments and the indiscriminate growth of inadequately supervised credit,
inadequate repayment rates by large producers and the consequent
erosion of the financial capital of credit institutions have caused
widespread disenchantment with institutional credit in African countries.
However, liberalization of interest rates, while essential to improve
financial discipline and to augment resource mobilization in the long run,
is a relatively dull instrument with which to mobilize and deploy savings
productively in the present stage of development process in Africa, where
financial markets are underdeveloped or non-existent. Moreover,
savings mobilized through formal institutions have tended to be siphoned
off and allocated to large farmers and the urban elite. A variety of
non-price reforms are essential to ensure that household savings are
mobilized and credit is available to agricultural and trading households
in the rural sector. Experiments with different types of "tontines" in West
Africa have shown by their creativity and flexibility to mobilise the
potential of the informal sector savings. SOl The Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh remains, however, perhaps the only example where banking
has been developed solely to provide credit without collateral for the
benefit of the poor on a large scale. This has required dynamic indigenous
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leadership by a dedicated individual, as well as the use of subsidies
carefully administered to make the process of developing financial market
for the poor viable in the long run. 51/

Infrastructure' Transportation costs constitute a large proportion of
marketing margins in Africa. Thus providing new link and feeder roads
to serve remote producing regions could (i) elicit a greater supply
response, (ii) help to integrate rural and urban markets and (iii) reduce
price spread between producers and consumers. If the small farmer can
command a large portion of the retail value of his/her produce, his/her
income will be enhanced substantially, as a study shows. 52/ Rural
infrastructure development thus needs to be accorded top priority.
Rehabilitation and maintenance of rural roads are essential for transport
ing the expected surplus to markets. Knowledge by the small farmerthat
agricultur~1output will be able to reach the market isan incentive to boost
production. The same analysis applies to marketing and storage in.
frastructures.

Social Services: Investing in improving the human capital of the poor
is a sure way to enhance employment opportunities and reduce poverty.
However, public expenditures in education and health in Africa exhibit as
urban bias. Educational priorities in the face of cuts in government
spending should be to achieve a balance between universal primary
education and secondary and higher education. Similarly, expenditures
in the health sector should emphasize primary and preventive health car.
that achieves broad coverage instead of hospital-based curative care (for
example, by subsidizing the settlement of doctors in rural areas). En
demic diseases like river blindness and sleeping sickness have prevented
large areas of the hinterland from being cultivated. The eradication of
the tsetse fly in large parts of Africa would enable livestock production
to be income earning in those areas.

Interventions in Special Cases: While the strategies discussed above
would induce growth in the economy and benefit the poor, there are still
situations where any benefits of these programmes would by pass the
very poor. This may b. due to their lack of capital, illiteracy or geographi
cal isolation. or, in tim, of emergencies such as droughts, wars, political
upheavals and mass migrations, the poor suffer disproportionately in
comparison to other sections of the population. ThCitir economic position
deteriorates and their ability to meet their nutritional requirements
adequately is curtailed. Such situations have become too common in
Africa instead of being temporary. Under these conditions, there is need
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for effective coverage of the poor which would be enhanced by targeted
transfers, which in turn, requires good knowledge of the consumption
patterns of the poor to ensure proper targeting, proper design of work
projects to provide employment and raise the incomes of the rural poor,
to ensure the exclusion of the non-poor and the participation of non-tradi
tionallabour groups such as women.

Poverty in sub-Saharan Africa is mainly a rural phenomenon. Past
policies of African governments have been inimical to agricultural growth
and rural transformation. It is clear that broad-based agricultural growth
and rural transformation strategies that employ the rural poor intensively
are the best way to alleviate poverty in Africa. This implies assured access
of the poor to productive factors of production such as land, credit,
fertilizers, an enabling environment through the provision of complemen
tary services such as rural roads, small scale irrigation, infrastructure,
markets, research and extension services, etc. Public expenditures need
to be aimed at providing basic social goods such as health care facilities,
mass health intervention programmes and emphasis on primary school
education with the aim of maintaining a high quality of services while
alsQ allowing broad coverage of the population. Transfers need to be
designed to reach the very poor. In this instance, targeted interventions
may be the best approach, although these may be more difficult to
implement than general subsidies, and require highly intensive use of
detailed information and experiencted personnel.

A high level or rate of growth of income is not necessarily associated
with a high level of human development index or access to social services
such as education and health as has now been established by the
successive Human Development Reports of UNDP. A relatively high index
of social development is primarily a function of public expenditures on
social sectors such as education and health services. The latter is not
related to a high level of per capita income as the. experiences of Costa
Rica, Mauritius and (until recently) Sri Lanka demonstrate. It may be
necessary to follow the growth-mediated strategy such as in the case of
South Korea or the support-led strategy, i.e. expand public expenditures
on social services ahead of income growth such as in the three country
cases noted earlier. Even though economic growth is conceived as a
principal means for alleviating poverty, the extent of its contribution to
poverty alleviation depends on both its pace and pattern. If economic
growth is associated with an increase in income inequality, the rate of
growth must be high enough to offset the poverty-inducing effect of
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increasing inequalities; otherwise the adverse impact of an increase in
inequality may OffS6~t the beneficial impact of fast economic growth.

Drawing the awareness of member coyntries on the need for plurality
of political Forces' African leadership has to draw the awareness of
African member countries on the fad that accountability and transparen
cy in the implementation of these schemes is aided by the participation
of beneficiaries which also helps ensure honesty and effectiveness.

In the design and implementation of measures intended to alleviate
poverty ranging from the supply of social services, credit and inputs to
subsidy and public employment schemes, the role of appropriate institu
tions, including the political system and its organizations, cannot be
overemphasized. For example, the decentralization to representative of
local institutions not only ensures the participation of the beneficiaries in
the design, monitoring and implementation of poverty alleviating
projects but also helps in the mobilization of resources linked with specific
projects or programmes at the local level.

What is needed, is to generate as much as possible a plurality or
multiplicity of political forces at all levels, both local and national. In an
open political system in which the media are free. where public criticism
of government policy is unhindered and where the various political
parties, associations and organizations vie with each other for influence,
the chances that the strategy of poverty alleviation will occupy a
prominent place on the political agenda are high. This is also the environ
ment in which the poor can organize themselves; otherwise the strategy
of poverty alleviation will not secure the extent of political support it
needs. Since the elite is not always monolithic, if the poor can be
organized to articulate and promote their interests, some sections of the
elite may seek their support to offset the power of other elite groups. In
an open political system, the intra-elite conflicts and rivalries sometimes
act to the benefit of the poor.

A strategy of poverty eradication implies a judicious combination of
the market mechanism. private incentives and public action. Experience
both in developing countries and in the previously centrally planned
economic in Eastern Europe including Russia, demonstrates the crucial
role of the market mechanism and private incentives in the promotion of
growth. The role of government remains critical in compensating for
market facilities, strengthening market forces and providing public goods
in order to promote efficiency and alleviate poverty. Nevertheless, an
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·overburdened and corrupt government is unable to perform these
desirable and necessary functions and can under certain circumstances do
more harm than good.

The role of public action should be understood to extend beyond the
activities of the state to those groups and organizations at the grassroots,
natienel and international levels. What is necessary to stimulate public
action for poverty alleviation is not only political pluralism but also
political commitment, i.e. political will and determination. As has been
stated by an eminent economist, "it is natural to look for the possibility
of combining the advantages of committed leadership with those of
pluralist tolerance. Whether such combinations are possible especially in
the circumstances that rule in most African countries remains a challeng
ing question. There is no reason in principle why a political system that
allows, encourages and helps the public to be active (both ~dversarially

as well as. collaborately) cannot also lead to governments that provide
bold initiatives and an inspiring leadership. But it is obvious that in
practice the actual possibilities are much constrained by social, political
and economic circumstances, and the ideal combinations are hard to
realize as the history of the world has shown again and again".

It is true that the concept of political will is not very precise and it is
not easy to specify the process through which it operates. A dedicated
and committed leadership can indeed generate an effective social
response. Political pluralism allows adversarial politics and social
criticism, which generate sensitivity on the part of the government to the
well-being of the population. A leadership which is committed to social
change not only inspires public confidence and collaboration but can also
turn out to be hostile to the adversarial roJe of the public. The task of
combining strong and committed leadership with participatory political
pluralism poses a difficult challenge for African countries and the or
ganizations, which are mandated and dedicated to their par1icipatory
development, with dignity. ECA, being the prime regional organization,
has a lead role to play or get marginalised.

To sum up, there are three inter-related questions implicit in the
strategy discussed above: (a) How did African countries approach the
problem 'of poverty eradication? (b) in the light of past experience and
analysis, what measures are likely to contribute towards poverty aUevia
tion? (c) Are the economic growth or redistributive measures the prin
cipal means of eradication poverty?
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Ov.r the years, consensus has be.n emerging that in order to eradi
cat. poverty in a dynamic time framework for shared prosperity via
shared austerity, three interrelated measures are needed.

(i) A broad.-bas.d growth strategy with .hared austerity by
the I.ad.rship and tb. led an .mphasis on expanding
incom. and employment opportunities for the so far
excluded majority, that is. the poor, ensures that the
standard of living and consumption of the -I,d- rise;

(ii) Public.xpenditure on social sectors, i.e. health, education
and nutrition services. should not only be increas.d but
should also b. redirected to expand the access of the
poor or the "led" to social services;

(iii) Measures must be taken to directly help those at the
bottom if income line. that is. those who benefit either
slowly or inadequately from economic growth. In fact,
to ensure that growth significantly assists pov.rty
eradication, it is essential that it is biased towards the
poor or the "led" with the ultimate goal of establishing a
prosperous but egalitarian continent.

An increase in the bargaining power of the very small farmers or
landl.ss labour.rs through their improved organization. on the one hand,
and widespread education and literacy. on the other, are among the
fadors which might in the future help achieve a more equitable land
distribution. Promoting human capital formation amongst the poor is a
major component of an anti-poverty strategy_
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llNANCING THE STRATEGY
Because of the r.-orientation of expenditures involved in expanding

rural services to a much larger population. the search for a cost-effective
method of financing assumes urgency and involve three interrelated
issues; in addition to the points made earlier in the paper. They are:

(a) the extent of local government responsibility for
financing and implementation;

(b) the relative role of public and private enterprise in the
provision of services; and

(c) full payment of the economic· cost for the more
expensive. specialized services Jike health and education
.by the leadership.

We knowJ that the appropriate policy package and enforceme"t
machinery for self-reliant and equitable development k desirable and
essential in order to reduce the risk of leakages and of "demonstration
effect". To be tost effective. a societal enabling environment will have to
be gradually created by education. mass mobilisation and an appeal to
the end objective. that is. the vision of a vibrant and prosperous Africa.in
whose citizenship every African will have a stake and pride. There is a
need to achieve a balance between the two conflicting considerations.
that is, the economy of shared austerity at this stage and political support
of the leadership for it.
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